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CHAPTJ<~R I 
INTRODUCTION 
The United States' assessment of its educational commitment to 
second language teaching and learning was most noticeable after Leonard 
Bloomfield's research on language learning, and becauMe of his research, 
a new philosophy of language teaching emerged. Among other points, this 
philosophy included the ideas: that language is speech, not writing; 
that it is a social behavior; that it is necessary to teach the language 
rather than to te~ch about the language; and that each language $hould 
be analy~ed in terms of its own grammatical $trueiure and not in terms 
of Latin o:r G:r~@k (Ferguson, 1972). 
Genendly, attitudes toward foreign language teaching based on the 
new philosophy had an impact on the methods used to teach English to 
Indian children in New Mexico and Arizona, to Mexican children in 
California, and--in recent years-~to foreign stttdents who come to this 
cot.in try without the language proficiency necessary for colle~ training 
f1.nct tq their children who atteµCI the public :;:;choo:J.13. VrffiQW:> methqcl~-...,,. 
e,g., the direct methqd~ the immers:i.an method 1 the auC\:i.Q-l:i.ngµal 
method~-were t:ried, p,nd each met with little o:r no s.l.lcce::i~ as fc:rr a::> 
emillhnQ 5pea~ens tq pe ais functfonal, :tingJ.J:i.:sticaHY, ai:i nat:iv@ 
s:peak.e:rs.. With the pu.l:lHcatiQl'.I gf !'Jqci,m Chqms,tt:y•s SyrrtaPUc Stn.u;tµ:r~§ 
in t~5.7, new viewµgints qn what lfmQl-!age is Qave .ri~rn tQ new the~:fitls 
on f~reign langµage teaching and learning, The ps¥cholin~\.JilStic tn~o:ry 
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of second language learning is one such theory that grew out of the 
generative-transformational school of linguistics. Chastain (1971) 
pointed out that the teacher of English as a second language should be 
aware that there are common structures in the learner's native language 
and the target language, and that these similarities and differences 
should be pointed out to the students so that they may utilize the gram-
matical knowledge which they have of their own language to facilitate 
their learning of the second language. Lee (1972) and Ghadessy (1972) 
advised the teacher of English as a second language to do an error 
analysis of the students' essays in order to know what kinds of errors 
are made by whom and to what extent in order to be better prepared in 
delineating the similarities and differences between English and each 
language group. 
From the general psycholinguistic theory of second language learn-
ing, two hypotheses have developed: the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis 
(CAH) and the Interlanguage Hypothesis (ILH). The Contrastive Analysis 
Hypothesis has its foundation in behaviorist psychology because of the 
emphasis on habit formation. Linguistic errors are seen as bad habits 
which must be overcome as soon as possible (Frith, 1975). Lado's (1957) 
explanation of the CAH and the learner's attempt to learn a second lan-
guage is that the learner's errors in the target language are predict-
able from and are traceable to the structure of the learner's native 
language. 
The Interlanguage Hypothesis, on the other hand, has its theoret-
ical base in cognitive psychology. The learner acts as a "hypothesis-
tester" of the target language. His errors reflect his learning 
strategies rather than interferences or bad habits from the native 
language. This hypothesis stresses the idea that both the native 
language and the target language of the learner can serve as facili-
tators to develop the learner's competence in the target language 
(Frith, 1975). 
There seems to be some controversy over the adequacy of either the 
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis or the lnterlanguage Hypothesis in 
language studies. Richards ( 197t) and Se linker ( 1972) have concluded 
that contrastive analysis is not a reliable predictor of learner dif-
ficulty with target language (TL) material. Schachter ( 1974) and 
Kleinmann (1978) concluded, howevel·, that contrastive analysis should 
not be abandoned as a diagnostic tool for learner difficulty with TL 
material. 
Statement of the Problem 
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The probl@m with which this study i:;; concerned h> the hck of 
inform~tion r~lative to the frequency with which five grammatical error$ 
are mad~ l:ly Spanish-, Hindi·~, Chine$e-, and Pe:r1>ian-$pecildng ~ttJdentl!i at 
Oklahoma Shite Uni ve:ns i ty who were enrolled in an Engl ish-as-a-s~cond 
langua,ge composition course. 
Purpose of the Research 
'l'he overall- purpose of this study was to make a O(lmpa:nitiV(:"l 
analY~>is of selected writing errQrs of Oklahonic! State University ::>tu..,. 
dents wlw were enrolled in English 101.) or English QOO~ in the ~prin~h 
1976, o:r s:pdng, 1979, semesters and whose native l!inQuaQe was Spanhh, 
Hinq:j. 1 Chinese, or Pers ;t<=1,n. 
Assumptions of the Study 
Assumptions made in this study are as follows: 
1. The errors made in the compositions selected were representa-
tive of the kinds of· language problems the students were having at that 
stage in their language-learning process. 
2. All the students whose compositions were used in the study 
were motivated to use their best writing skills for each composition. 
J. The informants used in the study are linguistically competent 
in their native languages. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purpose. of this study, the following terms are de!inedt 
Na~~Yf!l. Liitf1.S,Y~~e is defined as the initid or fi:ri;;t language 
acquired by a learner; al$o referred to as L1 or 
'saurc~ language.' 
!ar~et L.an~ruaJ~e ( 'l'L) is defined as the second language or 
$1JCC~Qding languages being studied ar lea.:rned that are 
different from the learner's native language; also 
referred to as L2. 
Linguistic Competence is defined as knowledge of the gram-
maticalness of a language (.Akhmanova, 1971). 
Specified Grammatical Errors are defined as the grammatic<\! 
errors l~Sed specifically in this study and are: 
1. Omission of or inappropriate use of artiol.e13 
2. Errors in the use of prepositions 
J. Errors in word ord~r (both question a,ng ~tatement) 
4. Lack of agreement between the subjeGt a,nq it~ verh 
5. Errors in forming the plural§ o:f ncrnns 
C1;mtrast:i.ve Analysis is C!e:fined as a tl;leo:rY which :p:r~m~tes 
the idea tpp.t the second language learner's errors 9re 
.preq:j.ctable and a:re tracegble tq his native lanQuage 
(Lado, 1957). 
Interlanguage Hypothesis is defined as a theory which has its 
base in cognitive psychology and promotes the idea that 
the learner acts as a 'hypothesis-tester' of the target 
language (Frith, 1975). 
Competence is defined as the 'rules of grammar which the 
native speaker 'knows'; that is 9 he c:an apply them, and 
their operations can generally be brought to conscious-
ness' (Ferguson, 1972). 
Performance is defined as the verbal output of a speaker; his 
actual utterances. 
Error Analysis is defined as a theory which promotes the idea 
that the second language learner's errors reveal his 
knowledge of the target language to date. They reveal 
his 'competence' and his strategies for learning the 
target language. The errors are considered systematic 
errors (Corder, 1967; Ghadessy, 1976). Error Analysis 
goes along with the Interlanguage Hypothesis. 
Intralin~ual or Developmental.Error~ r.tre defined As erron 
which indicate the second language learner's 'comp~­
tence' ~t a certain stage in the language acquisition 
proc@a~ (Richards, 1971); they go along with the theory 
of Error Analysis. 
Interl~!lguaae Errors are defined as those errors caused by 
interference from the learner's native language 
(Richards, 1971). These errors are sometimes referred 
to as 'slips' or 'mist~es' and are considered un~ys~ 
tematic or performance-based errors (Ghadessy, 1976). 
This category of errors is important to the theory of 
Contrastive Analysis. 
Grammatical is defined as any construction that is 'accepted 
by native speakers as a possible arrangement of words 
in a language; conforming to the rules of the grammar 
of a language' (Wardhaugh, 1972). 
Ungrammatical is defined as any cgnstruction that cannot be 
· · generated PY the gnlmmar and/Qr is not accepted as 
i gram.ma:tical' or normal by native :i!pealte:r~ (AknnHmQV!i~ 
1971). An example of an ungrammatical ~wntence is 
'The ball into bo~ fell the.' 
Hesearch Ql.lestion 
For the purpose of this studyi the research question is stated as 
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structures within English and Chinese, Persian, Hindi, and Spanish 
support the theory that the native language of adults will interfere 
with their learning of a second language because equivalent or similar 
structures in the two languages will be equated by the learners and 
will be reflected in their errors in the second language? 
Hypotheses 
The null hypotheses for this study have been formulated as 
follows: 
1. When the compositions of four language groups are 
analyzed in terms of the omission or inappropriate use of 
articles, there will be no significant difference in the 
error rate among those groups. 
2. Wh@n the compositions of four language groups ar~ 
analyzed in terms of the use of prepositions, there will be 
no significant difference in the error rate among those 
groups. 
3. When the compositions of four language groups are 
analyzed in terms of word order (question and statement), 
there will be no significant difference in the error :rate 
among those groups. 
4. When the compositions of foQr langl.l&ge {'l:rou:p~ <'!re 
analyzed in terms of subject-verb agreement 1 there will Pe 
no significant difference in the error rate among thQse 
g:roups. 
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5. When the compositions of four language groups are 
analyzed in terms of plural endings of nouns, there will 
be no significant difference in the error rate among those 
groups. 
Limitations of the Study 
The following limitations exist in this study: 
1. Compositions will be from Cklahoma State University inter-
national students enrolled in English 0003 and English 1013 during the 
spring, 1978, or spring, 1979, semesters. 
2. Data collection will be limited to the first composition of 
each student who participated in the study. 
3. The compositions will be from those students whose native 
language is either Spanish, Chinese, Hindi, or Persian. 
4. The errors tabulated from each composition will be limited 
to (1) omission of or inappropriate use of articles, (b) errors in the 
use of prepositions, (c) errors in word order--both question and state-
ment, (d) lack of agreement of the subject and its verb 7 and (4) 
omission of the plural endings of nouns. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Psycholinguistic theory has application to teaching English as a 
second language in both the contrastive analysis component and the error 
analysis component. Contrastive analysis has its foundation in the idea 
that the second language leiilrner's errors are predictable and can be 
traced to his native language (Lado, 1957). Emphasizing another quality 
of contrastive analysis other than prediction, Lee (1972) stated that an 
important q.spect of psycholingubtics &nd the teaching of English as a 
second langua~e is the teacher's ~nowledge of the native language of th~ 
learner. He further stq.ted that this knowledge does not have to be a 
bilinguq.l knowledge but rather a comparative knowledge of the two 
languagelll·· 
Error an<'!Jysis, on the other haml, deals with the "st:r&te~ries 1 ' used 
by q. student learning English as a second langu&ge and reveals his com~ 
Jiletencia in that langup,r:ie; tnereforia, his e:rrqrs; i'l:re qgn;;;ideriacl ''siyst@m.,. 
atic" 13:r:rors (Corder, 1967). The lite:rat1.lrl'l suggei;;ti:i thf:lt a cl'\mtlinaU@n 
qf cont:rq.stive f\nalysis and iarn>:r analysis is \::!est for :pr@dYGing 
13peM.13:rs wn0 fl,re 111q:r13 linguisticaUy comi:wtent in the second l-anguage 
(Cowan 1 19?6; ~chacter, 1971; Lee, 197e), 
fq:r th!':l pµ:ql~se qf this stuqy, it w€ls n!':lc~S.s{:ffY tg :r~v:i.~w th~ {'ilJ:r"= 
:f~Pt :r013,9p,:rch :re:\.atia\:1 to. { 1) th~ psyctH~::t.in~l!Aistic a.:p:\'}:rq€lch tq t~a~h!:flg 
English as a second language, specifically, the applicability of con-
trastive analysis and (2) the specific language problems that Chinese-, 
Persian-, Spanish-, and Hindi-speaking students have when learning 
English as a second language. When possible, only studies pertaining 
to the five specified errors included in this study were reviewed. 
Contrastive Analysis and Teaching 
English as a Second Language 
Falk (1978) explained contrastive analysis in h~r diseussion of 
factors and approaches to second language acquisition. She commented 
that contrastive analysis was the basis of the technique whereby empha-
sis is placed on those problem areas in which the native langua.ge and 
target language differ. The long-established "habits" of the native 
language will er@ate linguistic interference when the student begin$ to 
use the target language. She advises that these problem areas must be 
practiced e'l!'tensively in order to strengthen the "new habit." Where 
the native language and the target language are similar to some degree, 
the learner will probably have less difficulty with the features; and, 
therefore, less practice on these particular forms will be needed. 
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Cowan (1976) investigated the perceptual strategies used in readin9 
by students Wh() were learning English as a sec<:md language. He cgn-
9.Jwieq with !'in analysis of the crit:ioi.\ilms levele§ at the theory of e():ri, ... 
tra.stive a,na,lysis. There seems to tie agreement th~:t contrastive 
a,na,lys:is :is necessa,ry if one is invest:iga,ting. the universa.l pr~p~rt:ies 
o:f va,r-i.,gus synta,ctic cQnst:p.i,ctions beca.use their t>ehav:io:r miu::rt l",!~ Qoot"' 
fHffeQ :i.n ma,ny Mffe:rent la,ngµa,1:1es. Aside f:r~m thiia c:i.:rea. ~ howf:lver ~ tfier~ 
fl.:fe tw@ views l'ln the fµn{lt:i-qn fl.PQ Yse:ful-ne;:;s e.:f cqntra,stive a,na.l1s:i§, 
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The "apriori" view is that learning difficulties can be predicted by 
contrastive analysis; the "aposteriori 11 view is that contrastive 
analysis is necessary to determine which errors are caused by inter-
ference from the native language and which errors result from "intra-
lingual" processes such as overgeneralization, misapplication of rules, 
or other such errors. In support of an "aposteriori" analysis, Cowan 
disagreed with Richards (1971) who said that failure to observe the 
rule restrictions is the cause of errors in relative clause usage by 
Persians. Cowan believed that through contral!it ive analy.~ds, it is 
clear that the relative clause error is caused by interference from 
Persian, and he agreed with Schacter (1971) that the "aposteriori" 
approach makes contrastive analysis a tool of the presumably more 
"encompassing field of error analysis." 
Cowan concluded his article with an appeal to lin~uists to become 
more interested in contrastive analysis and to refine the techniques 
used in this approach. He pointed out that for adults the bulk of the 
evidence suggests that the native language influences their learning 
problems because they do equate forms in the target language with what 
they believe to be equivalent structures in their native language. 
L13e (197~), in his sti..idies on contrastive analysis, advised the 
teacher qr English as a second langi..iage to do a mistake analysts of the 
e::isays of the students in order to l;>e better :prepa:red :f@r teaching PY 
~newinf;l what mistakes are mg.de by Wh9m and tq wh;:i.t e:ll'tent. He fu:r.the:r 
state~ that what may be a linguistic moiintain fgr one student wh~ is 
learning ~ngl.ish maY pe anqther sti..ident's mol.ehil.l. The mi::itake 
aftalysis may reveal, among other tni:ngs, that the past tenses and 
pµ75~1,ing article iisagi::i qf :!iingl.ish .may pose :pn;1Qlems with Spani:;;h -~:r 
Hungarian students because of the similarities of the two systems. 
English word~order patterns may not be so difficult for native Italian 
or Dutch speakers, but these patterns may be difficult for native 
Turkish speakers. 
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Hanzeli (1975), in an article on-the provisional language that 
each second language learner develops and refines while learning the 
target language, stated that the language learner exhibits "transfer" 
or interference from his native language. This "transfer," which was 
once thought- to be a major source of error in second langu<'tge learning, 
is now thought of a$ one in many sources. Hanzeli concluded that a 
comparison between two grammars can enhance learning if more than just 
the surface structure is presented. He faulted most textbook$ with 
explaining that F:r~nch "J'ai mange" corresponds to Englil!lh "I ate," 
"I did eat," and 11 I have eaten." lt would be more a,ppro:priat@ 1 accord-
ing to Hanze1i 1 if the second language teacher explained that the 
feature "emphatic" attaehed to a verb appears as the auxiliary "do" 
in English, producing "l did eat, 11 while French· grammar requires spell .. 
ing out this feature adverl:Jially to prodllef:l ''Bien :sur, J' a mange," 
Bull and Lamadrid (1971), in their article on the inadequaQies of 
present ... d~n Spanish -te:ii:t\:look.s for g:ivinf:J g:rammatie?tl :rules that are 
linguistioally accurate, commented thci,t the second l;:i,nQu!:l~H~ lea:rrrer 
learns faster and with less frustration when he is thar~ughly qansciaus 
of the Points of identity and difference between his native l.angtH:i,9e 
find th!'! targt:!t language. In mak.ing the c9mfrn:riso.n of the twt:i lanQ'IJafjes, 
the alltha:rs caut:i-c:ine\::\ te;:i,chers who cite :rnles atiout their f?til.u:re t@ 
distin~uish a quite accurate statement qf linguistic fact and a :rule 
tJ11:1;t guCJ-rantees prq:per usage. To clarify this paint, seven1-l e~am:ples 
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were given that have built-in failure for the student in his production 
of the target language. When a rule uses "usually" or "very frequently" 
it is linguistically accurate more than 55 percent of the time; however, 
the rule will not apply more than 45 percent of the time. An example of 
their point is "Spanish very frequently omits the subject pronoun as 
unnecessary to comprehension. It is used only for emphasis, clarity, or 
politeness." Even though the rule is correct, the student who is 
operating on English standards will be unable to understand when the 
subject pronoun is redundant from the Spanish point-of-view. If the 
student needed to write "He is confused," his English conditioning will 
tell him that he needs the pronoun for clarity, and his usage, then, in 
Spanish, will be improper. 
The implications from this article are first, more point-by-point 
comparisons of the two languages and second, rules that are stated in 
ways that giv~ the student more cues that signal the appropriate lin-
guistic behavior. 
Pirven (1976) used a quotation from Charles C. Fries (1943, P· 9) 
as the introduction to her article in support of contrastive analysis. 
Fries stated: 
• • • the mast efficient materi•ls [for the foreign langu•ge 
teach@r] are those based on a scientific des9ription gf the 
hng\.iage tg be learned, carf;lfllUY compared with !'! f!9:r>aUl;ll 
ctesc:::ription of the native l<'lnQYa9e. 
Pi:rven 's hypothe;:;:j_s involved a defense of qmtrastive !'I.Palys is in terms 
cont:rnsted m.ust incl4de the strictly g:ram111A.tica,l level 1 and the lingyist 
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support her view that there are enormous differences in concept-building 
even though it seems that the same concepts can be formed in all lan-
guages. Dirven concluded her comparison with the idea that with the 
help of psycholinguistic insights 9 if contrastive research can uncover 
the proper functioning of concept-building devices in foreign languages, 
linguists may come to understand these concepts better and thus con-
tribute to the development of more adequate materials for foreign lan-
guage teaching. 
Bouton (1976) furth~r supported the view of Dirven in his article 
on equivalence in contrastive analysis. His point was that for the 
linguist to contrast the forms of two languages without reference to 
the functions of those forms is to address only half of the two lan-
guages under study. According to the author, what is needed in con-
trastive analysi$ is a set of criteria that would enable the lin~Yist 
to select senten~es that are structurally similar in the target language 
and the native language. This set of criteria is oased in the belief 
that the sentenees of these two languages that are being contrasted must 
have a c~mmon deep structure if linguistic equivalence is ta oe bene-
ficial. This theory is the universal base hypothesis which, in effeqt 1 
says that sentences that can translate each other have the same deep 
structure. 
Bouton concluded his article gy sayin~ that the universal base 
hypothesis is attractive, Put it has weaknesses that mak.e this type at 
structural eQuiva!ence fail, What the 1in9uist derives frgm the study 
Qf the deeP structure, however, does make a substantial contri~utign tg 
and is of value to contrastive worK. 
In a paper presented to the Association of Teachers of English as 
a Second Language, Schachter (1966) examined the implications of the 
theory of transformational grammar for contrastive analy$is. As a basis 
for his contrast of the transformational rules of relativization in 
English, Tagalog, and two African languages, Schachter referred to Noam 
Chomsky's book AsJ?ect_s sr!. the Theor1 of Srntax, in which Chomsky sug-
gested that the deep structures of languages may be highly similar. 
Chomsky, in his model of transformational grammar, went even further by 
suggesting, in some casQs, whieh deep structures to compare. 
Schachter explained that the relative clause is universal in all 
lang1,1ases in that there is always $Ome kind of 11 Hnk:lng"--a ~yntactical 
connection betw~~n the clause and the head noun. Second, because lan-
guages tend to Oil} economical, one can expect an alt~ration of the noun 
within the embedd~d sentence that !$ identical to the head noun. 
Finally, the author has groµped under "other subordinating devioe$n 
varipus othe:r chimges that seem t('l be universal in relativbation tnms-
formationi;;, ~ehachter Q(:)ncluded hil'l article by saying that more :formal 
contrasts af the transfgrmational rules governing the de~P structures of 
several languages are needed and that these findings will prove bene-
ficial for and be g:f interest to language teachers. 
Jn :review of the controversy involving contra~tive analysis, Eckman 
(+977) ::iu:P:po:rted the str~m§ :fg:rm of the c~mt:rasti ve anelys i::i hyp@thes i!ii, 
which claiws thiit the e!':rq,ri;; gf a ll2lng49ge l@a:rmi:r can Pf:l :p:rtildi~ted :f:rqm 
fl. Q@m~a,:ri~qn 9f desQriPt:i-oni:; g:f the native lam~IJP.-ge 0rn::t the ta:r~et 
J.f!-nm-Hrne. M~m~ @:f the~§ :p:redi9hgn.s lmv1=1 tleen :i-i;u_:i:rr:re9t; the:re:f~.re~ he 
8Y€19e§teQ t:tmt an P.-Yll'H::i.1WY hyµ~thei:;is :i-.:> n13egect..,,.=the gi:regt:iqnahty q:f 
1Uf.:fi94lty.,,....,wh:i-!3P 9.'!.a,imeg that it :i.s d.i:f:f i9'\.!.H t~ .'!.e{'lXfl new qgnt:rnst~, 
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or new positions of contrasts, but it is not very difficult to learn to 
suppress contrasts. For this auxiliary hypothesis to be effective, it 
must be described in the context of generative grammar. This hypothesis 
is the Markedness Differential Hypothesis (MDH), which Eckman stated as 
follows: 
The areas of difficulty that a language learner will 
have can be predicted on the basis of a systematic compari-
son of the grammars of the native language, the target 
language and the markedness relations stated in universal 
grammari such that, • 
(a) Those areas of the target language which differ from 
the native language and are more marked than the native 
language will be difficult. 
(b) The relative degree of difficulty of the areas of the 
target language which are more marked than the native 
langua~e will correspond to the relative degree of 
markedness. 
(c) Those areas of the target language which are different 
from the native language, but are not more marked than 
the native language, will not be difficult (p. 301). 
The Markedness Differential Hypothesis predicts that the native 
language will be responsible, to some extent, for the errors of the 
language learner. These errors will be dependent on the native langua~e 
to the e~tent that the areas of difference between the target and native 
language are marked. The author's conclusion is that rather than aban~ 
doning the contrastive analysis hypothesis altogether, it should be 
revised to incorporate degree of difficulty which corresponds to the 
notion of typological markedness. 
Chastain (1971) outlined eight major implications for second lan-
guage teaching based on cognitive theory, an additional description for 
the psycholinguistic approach to learning a second language. Among his 
eight points were language competence precedes language performance 
(but language consists of both competence &nd performance); and before 
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requesting students to perform, the teacher must be sure that th~ basic 
foundation (or foundations) which makes performance possible has been 
established. The author stated in his conclusion that there are common 
structures in the native language and the target language and that the 
teacher should focus upon these similarities as a means of utilizing the 
grammatical knowledge which the students have of their own language in 
order to facilitate their learning of the target language. 
Pullum (1971) supported contrastive analysis in that he believed 
the chief value of contrasting two systems is the in$ight provided for 
the teacher as to where certain characteristic and persistent errors 
might originate. He cautioned, however, that no claims for contrastive 
analysis should b~ made on how teachers should teach or how much the 
points of contr~sts should be stressed. 
Lee (197~) h~d a different philosophy from Pullum on the teacher's 
position, and his beliefs seemed to be somewhat representative of 
several authors on this particular aspect of psycholinguistics and 
teaching of English as a second language. Lee's philosophy is that the 
teacher should be knowledgeable of the native language of the learner, 
He said, however, that the comparative knowledge of the two languages 
rather than a cf:>mplete bilingual kne>wledge has several advantag~s. One 
advantage is that the teacher's knowledge of the language awakens the 
students' sympathies and reassures them that the teci.chE:ir is lion their 
side." This comparative knowledge further suggests that the teacher is 
t:rying to see things from their viewpoint, and it makes it clear that 
the learners' langup,ge is not loq1'.eq down upon or n~ga:rged as an 
iF:rel~v~nt nuisance. 
Studies Pertaining to Specific Grammatical 
Errors and/or Language Problems of 
Persian-, Spanish~, Chinese-, 
and Hindi-Speaking Students 
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Ghadessy (1976), in a study of the writings of Iranian freshman 
students who were learning English, found that from a sample of 25 
assignments with a total of 216 errors, 167 errors were systematic 
errors (recurrent). Included in the systematic errors were omission of 
the plural endings of nouns, lack of agreement between a subject and its 
verb, errors in the use of articles, and errors in the use of preposi-
tions. Of a total of five errors in word order, two were systematic. 
The author found that some of the systematic errors were caused by the 
influence of thQ Persian language, specifically errors in construction 
with a total of )5, and errors in the use of prepositions with a total 
of eight. 
Yarmohammadi (1977) conducted a study of constructions containing 
verbs such as "write," "mail," "do," "finish," etc., occurring with si:x 
temporal expressions such as "yesterday," "now," "tomorrow," "everyday," 
"by now" (or "until now"), and "by tomorrow" (or "until tomor:row") whi«h 
are contained in an 11 if-clause" resulting in a "tl;lf;m ... clause" and the 
time of tne first preceded tpe time of the second. Even though 
Yarn1ohammadi 1 s study did not address itself to any of the five specified 
errors, the purpose of his research was to contrast .IJ:nglish and Persian 
by fo,rmul!'lting po,ssible ~mbstitution patterns for Persian speakers 
le!'lrning Englisl;l. The author's investigations s.uggested the v~liditY of 
similar contrastive research 9n other gra,mmatica1 constr\lctiqns in the 
two, languages, 
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Cowan (1976), in discussing the reading problems of international 
students, contrasted Persian and English word order of relative clauses 
and their antecedent noun phrases. The author verified that there are 
similarities and differences in the two systems; however 1 when the 
Persian learner comes to a construction in a relative clause that does 
not meet his expectations, he resorts to identical strategies in English 
that he would use in his native language, Persian. Cowan concluded that 
perception and production errors in the target language may be the 
result of interference from grammatical rules in the native language, 
and students learning the target language will reach a stage at which 
they can understand syntactic structures in the target language; how-
ever, because of their native language interference, they will fre-
quently continue to make grammatical errors when producing these 
structures. 
Larson-Fr~eman and Strom (1977) conducted an error analysis of 37 
compositions to determine the average length of T-units and the total-
number of error-free T~units in the 200-word compositions of under-
graduate and graduate students at U.C.L.A. T-units were defined as 
simple sentences and independent clauses. The purpose of the research 
was the development of an index by which the language proficiency of 
the second language learner could be gauged. In their 1u1alysis of the 
compositions they found that the compositions that had been evaluated 
"poor" exhibited fewer errors in article usage t:Pan those compositions 
evaluated as "fair." Only those compositions that were "good" or 
"excellent" had the level of errors in article usage as the "poor" 
compositions. Fewer errors in word order were made by the beginnin~ 
learners; however, the advanced learners made somewhat ~ore errors in 
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word order than the intermediate learners. The authors found that 
errors in the use of prepositions were a consistent problem with all 
learners, in that there was no noticeable difference in the number of 
prepositional errors. The authors concluded that there was an increase 
in the total number of error-free'T-units as the level of language pro-
ficiency increased; however, some more research is needed before any 
theoretical conclusions can be drawn. 
Oller and Redding (1971) studied the correlation between knowledge 
of article usage and knowledge of the rest of English'grammar of second 
language learners. They were also interested in finding if there were 
significant differences in knowledge of English article usage between 
language groups which have article equivalents and thQse which do not 
and if there were differences in knowledge of articles between groups of 
non-natives from. genetically different language families. Their study 
included 129 sµpjects from 29 different language backgrounds who were 
divided into two groups: Group 1 1 those languages that had formal 
equivalents of the English definite and indefinite articles; Group 2, 
all other languages. The majority of the ~ubjects in Group 1 were 
native speakers of Spanish, French~ Italian, German, Hebrew~ or 
Portuguese; while the majority of subjects in Group 2 were native 
speak:ers of Japanese, Chinese 9 Persian 9 Korean, or Thai. 
The results of this study indicated that (1) 78 percent 9f the 
variance in the article~usage test was predicted gy scores on the var-
ious parts of the total test; (2) Group 1 students (whose native lan~ 
gµages have formal equivalents) did better on the test of article usage 
than did Group 2 students (whose qative languages did not have formal 
eqµivalents); and (3) th,e article usage sc;ore we\s not significantly 
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different for genetically different language families--Chinese-Thai 
group and Indic-Iranian group. The general conclusions were that knowl-
edge of article usage goes hand-in-hand with overall language profi-
ciency, that article usage is apparently a better predictor of overall 
language proficiency for students whose native language does not have 
article equilvents, and that these findings have impetus for contrastive 
analysis and for what is more specifically meant by the term 
"interference." 
In a study of intralingual and developmental errors in second lan~ 
guage learners, Richards (1971) noted that the word order for questions 
may never become part of the competence in the second language of the 
learner despite extensive teaching efforts. Although the reason is 
not known, the author theorized that the cause could be the excessive 
attention given to points of contrasts at the expense of realistic 
English. He concluded that contrasts within the language can prove to 
be an invaluable asset to learning the target language for both the 
teacher and the student. 
In an empirically-based study assessing the. interlanguage perfor-. 
mance of Chinese students~ Cohen and Robbins (1976) studied the snort-
term effects of teacher correction procedures on the elimination of 
errors and how these procedures related to interlanguage background and 
the students• e~planations of the errors they had made., lhe conclusion 
on correction was that it was neither $ystematic_: nor enlignt~ned enou~h 
to influence the production of errors. They did suggest, howeveri that 
graders of the compositions should keep a.copy of pa$t a$signments an 
file tp refer to wtien trying to diagnose new errors that aµ~ear~ ~lso, 
teachers could chart specific errors to determine their frequency~ 
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The author had several conclusions on interlanguage background. 
First, the learners' metalanguage may be inadequate for them to describe 
their errors, and their explanations of their errors may be invalid. 
The technique of probing the strategies the learner uses in learning a 
second language is a recent undertaking by linguists and has merit in 
that further research could yield beneficial results for language 
teachers. 
In an article somewhat related to the present study, Vieira (1975) 
examined the bilingual Spanish and Portuguese programs at Fox Point 
Elementary School in Providence, Rhode Island. One experiment dealt 
with cognitive transfer from the native language to the second language. 
The premise for the objectives of this program was that the child learns 
best through his native language and thus is better able to transfer 
familiar subject matter to the target language. The implications of 
this experiment for bilingual educators are numerous. The transfer from 
the native language to the second language is enhanced if the lessons 
are challenging, interesting, and carefully planned. More gains can be 
made in the second language if the lessons are more concerned with 
interesting and useful content rather than with language acquisition 
exercises. 
The audio-lingual techniques used with the elementary school stu-
dents are also applicable to secondary and college students. The main 
criticism of using this approach with older students had been that the 
drill exercises had become so tedious that all motivation and interest 
were lost. Vieria emphasized that the curriculum used in this experiment 
and the oral language exercises were centered around activities that 
would produce spontaneous responses from the students; therefore, the 
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teacher must become acutely sensitive to the students' total language 
environment. Finally, the author suggested that foreign language edu-
cators should become more aware of what is going on in the language 
classrooms 9 and maybe more learning would take place if all the lessons 
were 11 live 1 exciting, and pertinent." 
Carrow's study (1975) of the English and Spanish language develop-
ment of preschool Mexican-American children in Houston 9 Texas, resulted 
in some interesting findings of what actually constitutes bilingualism. 
The study involved 99 Mexican children, ages 3 years-10 months to 
6 years-9 months, from seven day-care centers that accept only children 
from below poverty thresholds. The control group consisted of childr~n 
of all socio~economic levels without regard to language background from 
nurseries and day-care centers throughout San Antonio. 
The Auditor_¥ Test for Language Comprehension was administered to 
each child in the experimental group in both English and Spanish by the 
same examiner. The referential categories that can be signaled by the 
form classes and function words 1 morphological constructions, grammati-
cal categories 1 and syntactic structure are nouns (JO) 1 verbs (8), 
adjective (19) 9 adverbs (1) 9 morphological endings (8), noun (number) 
(4), pronouns (5) 1 verb (tense 9 number 9 status-affirmative/negative, 
voice) (16) 9 prepositions (6) 9 interrogatives (2) 9 and $yn,tax comple:dty 
(13). Among the findings was the fact that 60 percent Q:f the experimen-
tal group at all age levels understood the preposition 11 on 11 ( 1 sobre 11 ), 
but there was a year's delay in the comprehension of "under 11 (de bajo 
de") and "in" ( 11 enn) as compared with the children in the control grou:p. 
The students in the experimental group had dif:f iculty with plural 
signals in both languages. The singular-plural contrast, chair/chairs 
( 11 silla"/"sillas 11 ), was understood when the singular was given first, 
but they did not understand the "table"/"tables" ( 11mesa"/11mesas 11 ) con-
trast. They understood the contrast, 11balls"/"ball 11 ("pelotas"/ 
"pelota11 ), when the plural was given first but not "coats"/"coat" 
("abrigos"/"abrigo"). 
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For all subjects direct-indirect objects and active-passive voice 
were the most difficult of the structural contrasts; however, structures 
of predication and modification involving a complex sentence with an 
independent clause and a dependent adjectival clause or a complex 
imperative sentence with a conditional clause were comprehended equally 
and at the same age for both the experimental and the control group$. 
The items that were understood the least by all children were lexical 
items such as "few" ("pocos"), "alike" ("igual"), "different" 
("diferente"), "pianist" ("pianista"), and "pair" ("par"). Structural 
items which pr~~ented difficulty for all ·were those such as "Neither 
the boy nor the girl is jumping" ("Ni el muchacho ni la muchacha esta 
saltando 11 ) (negative); "Who is by the table?" ( 11Quie esta al lada de l& 
mesa?") (interrogative); and "The man .is hit by the boy" (El hombre es 
golpeado por el muchacho") (passive voice). 
Among Carrow's conclusions were the following points: {1) pronouns 
seem to be a problem for all children in both English and Spanish; 
(2) nega,tives were an area of considerable difficulty for the contro.1. 
group; and (3) other areas of dif:ficµlty for all su]:)jects were under-
standing tense markers~-with the exception of the present prag+essive-
adjectives, prepositions, and plurals. 
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Summary 
For more than two decades, linguists have been advocating contrast-
ive analysis as a tool for teaching English as a second language. This 
is indicated by Lado (1957) when he says 
in the comparison between native and foreign language 
lies the key to ease or difficulty in foreign language 
learning (p. 1) • 
• • • we assume that the student who comes in contact with a 
foreign language will find some features of it quite easy and 
others extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar 
to his native language will be easy for him and those ele-
ments that are different will be difficult (p. 2). 
Contrastive analysis was used for many years with the audio-lingual 
method of teaching English as a second language. In the last ten years, 
however~ some linguists have begun faulting contrastive analysis for 
predicting sourc~s of difficulty which 1 in actuality~ proved incorrect. 
From this review of the literature 9 it seems that today 1 many linguists 
still believe that the native language of the learner interferes with 
the learning of the target language~ that the features in the target 
language that are equivalent or nearly equivalent to features in the 
native language will be less difficult, and that features which have no 
equivalent structures in the native language will be more difficult. 
Based on the research, it seems that this is true more so for adults 
learning a second language than it is for children. 
From the literature 1 there seems to be a general consensus among 
linguists that the classical view of contrastive analysis (prediction 
qr 11 <:1.priori" view) needs modification. The 11 aposteriori" view, the 
Markedness Differential Hypotheses 9 contrasts of universal deep struc-
tqres rather than surface structures~ and the use of error analysis 
with contrastive analysis are some of the madificatiqns suggested. 
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Research pertaining to contrasts of the five specified errors in 
English by students whose native language was one of the four languages 
used in this study seemed scarce. There has been some research, how-
ever, on contrastive analysis and specific components of the languages 
in this study. It seems that more contrastive research has been done 
with Spanish-English than with Chinese, Persian, or Hindi and English. 
Most of the work with Spanish is in contrasting the phonological com-
ponent of the two languages or on the correlation between attitudes of 
native Spanish speakel'iil and their attained proficiency in English. In 
relation to this study~ the literature did reveal, however, that 
Spanish students learning English as a second language do have some 
difficulty with prepositions and plurals of nouns. 
In comparing the amount of research of .English and :Persian, 
Chinese, or Hindi, there seems to be more on Persian-English than with 
Chinese~English and very little, if any, contrastive research on Hindi-
English. The literature did reveali however, that there may be some 
interfenmce :from the native language on the target language, and that 
what is needed, among other things, for foreign language teachers is 
mgre point~by~point comparisons (contrasts) of specific grammatical 
feat1.rres @:f ,!i:ngl ish and other languages. The 1 inguists (\id a{:Jree, too, 
that more research is needed in all aspects of the acquisition of a 
~econd language. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Intro duct ion 
This study was conducted in order to compare the frequency of five 
specified errors in the compositions of four groups of international 
students at Oklahoma State University enrolled in an English-as-a-second 
language course. 
Contained in this chapter is the methodology used to describe (1) 
population, (2) research design, (J) instrumentation, (~) data collec-
tion, and (5) research questions. 
Population 
The population of this study consisted of students whose native 
language was one of four language groups~-Chinese, Persian, Hindi, or 
Spanish. These stuaents also must have been enrolled in English 1013' 
(Freshman English for International Students) or English 000,J Ca cour.j;e 
for students who failed to pass the Milburn English Language Proficiency 
~ ~. . - .. -- . -
Test for International Stµaents, which is given to g:rad,uate interna .... 
tional students who aid not graduate from an American university) at 
Olda:Pqma State University in the spring of 1978 or 1979. 
Chinese, Hindi, and Persian language groups were chosen Pecause of 
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English. Spanish was chosen because of the large number of United 
States citizens whose native language is Spanish and because of the 
amount of research on Spanish bilingual education in this country. 
Research Design 
Errors made by foreign students learning English as a second 
language have been categorized into two general classes: (1) inter-
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ference between the native language and English (Lado, 1957) or (2) 
developmental errors that reflect the learner's competence at a partic-
ular stage of the language acquisition process (Richards, 1971). 
The rationale for selecting the errors that have been used in 
analyzing the compositions rather than using a complete error analysis 
of the compositions is as follows: 
(1) Previous studies show that there are certain errors which 
recur week-after-week and year-after-year in the writings of foreign 
students who are learning English as a second language. lt seems that 
these errors recur regardless of the native language; however, linguists 
agree that more contrastive research of these recurring errors needs to 
be done. 
(2) Certain errors were included because there seems to be little, 
if any, contrastive research on these errors with the languages used in 
this study. 
The compositions of international students whose native language 
was Spanish, Hindi, Chinese~ or Persian were analyzed to see if the 
following grammatical errors were present: 
1. Omission of or inappropriate use of articles. 
2. Errors in the use of prepositions. 
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J. Errors in word order (both question and statement). 
4. Lack of agreement between the subject and its verb. 
5. Errors in forming the plural of nouns. 
Instrumentation 
In this study, the instrument was not one in the traditional or 
common sense of the term. The in$trument, actually, was the individual 
compositions of each subject whose native language was Spanish, Chinese, 
Hindi, or Persian; and the data used in the research came from these 
compositions. 
Data Collection 
The procedure for collecting the data for this $tudy was as 
follows: 
1, The first composition of all students who were enrolled in 
either EnQlish OOOJ Ca course for international graduate student~ whg 
did not graduate from an American university) or English tOtJ (Freshman 
English for International Students) and whose native language was 
Spanish, Chinese, Hindi 1 or Persian were grouped into their respective 
language categories (compositions from two semesters were used). 
~. The writing errors were tabulated by language ~r@uV usin9 the 
five specified grammatical errors. 
J. Using chi square, an ana:t.ys iE; wi:i.s made of the f:req\.HmQ).f gf 
er:ra:r;:; fqr eci.ch langt1age group with each gra,mmatical errq:r. '.fQ t~i>t :fgr 
s:tgni:fica,nt qifferences, the .05 level of s:i.~rnificanc~ was \!Sed, 
1±. A cpqiparative analysis a,m~:mg the fqµr lan~Yci.ge gnrYpli>. fl.ml 
between any two languages for each of the five specified grammatical 
errors was done. 
5. Through an informant for each of the four languages, an anal-
ysis of specific grammatical structures was made for Spanish, Chinese, 
Hindi, and Persian. These grammatical structures included only those 
that were comparable or grammatically equivalent to the five specified 
grammatical errors used in the study. These informants were selected 
with the following criteria; 
(a) native speaker of the particular language; 
(b) by nature of their profession, they are lingui$tically 
competent in the grammars of their native language and 
English, e.g., teacher of Spanish to American students or 
teach~r of Hindi to American student~; 
(c) from a discussion concerning the structure of their nativ@ 
lan~ua~e and the structure of English, it was determin~d 
that they were linguistically competent in the two grammar~. 
Research Questions 
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The hypotheses of this study are that (1) when the compositions of 
four language groqps are a,nalyzed in terms of the omisf.>ion or 'inapp:r~.,.. 
priate use of articles, there will be no significant difference in the 
error rate among those groups; (2) when the compositions of four lan~ 
guage groups are analyzed in terms of the use of prepg$itians, th~:re 
wi:U be no significant difference in the errgr riite am()PQ thg~@ ~P"QlJ.f}s i 
(J) when the rnmposi t ::j_gns of four language groups <ffe iifH:i,lr:c'/i.@q in terms 
Qf wa:n.i Q:nle:r (questiQn <:lnd statement), there wiH Pe nQ si€Jn:ifi~iint 
d.ifference in the e:rror rate among thq::\e g,roups 1 ( 4) when ttie 
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compositions of four language groups are analyzed in terms of subject-
verb agreement, there will be no significant difference in the error 
rate among those groups; and (5) when the compositions of four language 
groups are analyzed in terms of plural endings of nouns, there will be 
no significant difference in the error rate among those groups. 
The research question for the contrastive analysis of each language 
with English is as follows: Does a contrastive analysis of the five 
specified grammatical structures within Engli~h and Chinese, Persian, 
Hindi, and Span;ish support the theory that the native language of 
adults will interfere with their learning of a second language because 
equivalent or similar structures in the two language~ will be equated by 
the learners and will be reflected in their errors in the SE<!cond 
language;' 
The compositions were analy~ed to identify the five specified 
errors for each student in the four language groups. After the errors 
were located, they were tabulated, and the data were keypunched and made 
available for statistical analysis. 
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), available 
thnmQh the Oklahoma State University Computer Center, was used to 
analyze the data collected in this stuay. 
Chi square a.nalysis was used to determine if the:r~ was a liltati~~ 
tica:Uy significant difference in frequency amonQ the f£.mr lan~yage!il. fQ:r 
each of the five specified error::;.. Chi squa.re a.nalys;:i~ Walil alsQ used itl 
determine if there was a statistically significant differenGe in the 
f:requenqy am<'>nQ the five specified e:.r-:rqrs petween any twq lan~YaQes. 
Descriptive :research techniques were used fQ:r the analy~is @f the 
data :f:rqm th.e info:rwants who were native sµea~e~s ~f the lan~ua~es unQer 
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study. The analysis included a comparison of each of 'the five gram-
matical features (specified errors) within each language with equivalent 
or similar features in English. 
Summary 
This research, a comparative analysis of selected writing errors of 
Oklahoma State University students learning English as a second lan-
guage, involved tabulating and analyzing the frequency of errors from 
the subjects' first composition. The subjects were international stu-
dents whose native language was Spanish, Chinese, Hindi, or Persian and 
who were enrolled in English 0003 or English 1013 during the spring, 
1978, or springi 1979, semesters. 
The writing errors under study were (1) omission of or inappro-
priate use of articles; (2) errors in the use of prepo$ition$; (J) 
errors in word order (both question and statement); (~) lack of a9re~­
ment between the subject and its verb; and (5) errors in forming the 
plurals of nouns. Chi square was used for comparing the frequency of 
errors among the four languages and for the frequency of errors between 
any two languages. 
Informants who were native speakers of the languages and who were 
proficient in the structure of English grammar were used to analyze 
grammatical structures in Chinese, Persian, Hindi,. and Spanish that 
were equivalent or similar to the five :Jmglish grammatical struqty:relil 
used in this study. Comparisons were made betweep English and each 
language for each of the five grammatical structures. 
CHAPTER rv 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of Chapter IV is to present a detailed description o! 
the findings of the $tudy, i.e., a comparative analysis of selected 
writing errors of Oklahoma State University students learning English 
a• a $~cond languag~. The frequencies of the five grammatical errors 
used in this study were tabulated for each language group--Spanish, 
significant differences in the frequency of errors for each lan9ua9~ 
grouµ with each grammatical error. The facilities of Oklahoma Stat@ 
University Computer Center were used for these analyses. 
TABLE I 
~-·- ~ ... ~·~ ...... -· 
_.._ ___ 
-l-, 
LanQiH~.ge Error 1 Error 2 Er:ror 3, Error 4 
,_,_,,_ -· . ~-~ .. ~·' ... ·-·-- ~~- .. ·-•·'- . .. ··--··~ C-,,~·- ~ ....... ~ 
P.:p.anish 23 JO 9 :).4 
P~r-~if:lP 103 61 ~ 43 
M:i.nfH. 56 9 ~ 10 
~h:i-nf!ls~ 46 65 3, g' 
T~t~ts ~?8 :).65 t6 90 














Contrastive analysis was used to compare the similarities and dif-
ferences of grammatically equivalent structures in Chinese, Persian, 
Hindi, and Spanish with English structures for each of the five errors 
used in this study. A linguistically competent informant from each of 
the four languages--one who was a native speaker, was competent in the 
grammars of his language and English, and from a discussion concerning 
the$e grammars, was deemed competent--was used to collect and to analyze 
thei;;e data. 
For clarity in :rrre1Hu1tin.g the results of thii!i study, Chapter IV is 
divided into two main section~: (1) analysii!i of the frequency ot errors 
tor each language group with each grammatical error; and (2) a contras-
tive analysi$ of the four languages and Engli~h tor each of the five 
grammatical $tructures in this $tudy. 
Analysis of Frequency of Errors f~r E~Qh 
L~nguage With ~aeh Grftmm~tical Error 
On@ hun§red ftnd sixte@n eompositions wer@ analy~ed to i~entify th~ 
five ~p~§if ie~ grammatical errors for each subject in the four lan~uA~• 
(;Jl"@YfJ§• 
ft:JUOWliii 
The pe.rG~ntage gf CQl!lpos :i. t ion:;:; :per l~mf:1ua9e gr9\tfl were fi\il 
21 l)@l'§@nt were :fr~m Spanbh PiU'bjeo.t§ 1 44 per<H~nt w@re trom 
f.lenit4n §Ybjt1~t~q t6 :p.@rtient wtH'tll from Mindi §U'bje.~hli e\nd 19 p@re@nt 
wfu•e from Chin~§@ §IJ\'>jecti?. Jn ~u fiv@ cate~@rc:i.e§. fg:f' au ~ub,j@e1a1, 
there w@r@ ~?~ ttrtal el"rori;; ... ~14: fJ<ili'§tmt of the erP@rlil were m~de. ~Y 
~p3ni§fi §Y§je@i§I 4~ p~rG~nt gf th@ ~rrg:r-~ W@l"@ meQ@ ~Y P@r§ian §Yb• 
j@§t!!!' t6 IHH't€lnt @f th€l er:rm:'§l wflr@ mi'\gg l:ry H:in~i §Y\:lj€!~t§ \ ant'! ~8 
'@1'€@Ht gf th@ @rr@f!3 W€lrfl maf!f:! tiy C.hin€l§€l. §Y\lj@Qt§. ~€1~ Apptmdi~@§ 
A=il f@:r a :f~aim:rfl f!ftalyi5i~ l:!y lanl'!YaQ€l :f~:r- {:}a~h €lt\f@I', 
Presented in Table II is the chi-square analysis for error 1, the 
omission of or inappropriate use of articles. The formula used for all 
h · t t · · a ""' ( O-E )a Th t t · f th h th c l-square compu a ions is X ~ ~ E • e es lng o e ypo -
eses with the chi-square analyses was at the .05 level of significance 
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errors; and in column five are the expected freqµ~ncies calculated from 
the probability of error and the total number of article errors. 
The chi-square value for error 1 is 26.31, which is significant 
beyond the .05 level of significance; therefore, the null hypothesis, 
when the compositions of four international language groups are analyzed 
in terms of the omission of or inappropriate use of articles, there will 
be no significant difference in the error rate among those groups, is 
not accepted. 
A comparison of article usage between languages was done to deter-
mine if the performance of the Spanish subjects was significantly 
different from that of the Persian, Hindi, and Chinese subjects since 
the Spanish language has grammatical structures that are more nea~ly 
equivalent to English articles. This comparison is pres~nted in Table 
III. 
Persian, Hindi, and Chines~ have no grammatical structures similar 
or equivalent to English articles. The chi-square analyses between 
Spanish and each of the other languages in the study showed that there 
were significant differences in the performance on article usage by the 
Spanish subjects and the other subjects,with the Spanish subjects 
making comparatively fewer article errors than all other subjects. 
Also, the analysis of the data for the Persian-Hindi and Chinese-Hindi 
comparisons resulted in significant differences for these groups with 
the Hindi subjects making comparatively more art~cle errors than the 
Persian or Chinese subjects. However, there was no significant differ-
ence in the article usage of the Persian and Chinese subjects. The 
chi-square values for these comparisons, as shown in Table III, are as 
follows: Spanish-Persian, 12.24; Spanish~Hindi, 27.27; Spanish-Chinese, 
TABLE III 
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE COMPARISONS BETWEEN LANGUAGES 
FOR OMISSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES 
(O-E)Z 
Language N p f f D 
0 e 
Spanish 25 .329 23 '*1-'*5 8.21 
Persian 51 .671 103 84.55 4.oJ 
Spanish 25 .581 :J3 4,5.90 11. 4.J 
Hindi 18 • 419 56 33.10 1;.84 
Spanish 25 .532 23 _j6.71 5.12 
Chinese 22 .468 46 J2.29 5.82 
Persian 51 .739 10.3 117.50 1.79 
Hindi 18 .261 .% 41.50 5,07 
P~rsian 51 .699 103 104.15 .013 
Chinese 22 .301 46 44.85 .029 
Ch:i.ne~f;I .550 56. tO 
; 
Hindi .450 
···-···- "' ·- -'~ -..·.1-.:::Si .. ~···--·-·= -~---·-~· 









10.94; Persian-Hindi, 6.86; Persian-Chinese, .042; and Chinese-Hindi, 
4.04. The chi-square values were compared to the tabled chi-square 
value of J.84 with one degree of freedom at the .05 level of 
significance. 
In Table IV, the chi-square analysis is presented for error 2, the 
use of prepositions, As can be seen from the data, there was a signifi-; 
cant difference in the subjects' use of prepositions. 
TABLE IV 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS FOR PREPOSITION USAGE 
Language N p f t 
(O-E)I xa 
0 e E 
Spanhih 2!5 .216 JO JS.64 .893 
Persian .51 • '*'*o 61 72.60 1.85 
Hindi 18 .155 9 25.58 10.75 
Chine:;;;e 22 .190 65 31..35 J6.1a 
49.6t* 
N "' 1l6 df = .3 
f ;:: 
0 
165 .os .. 7.82 
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will be no significant difference in the error rate among those groups, 
is not accepted. 
All of the languages used in this study have grammatical structures 
similar to English prepositions; however, the number of these features 
and their functions are quite different from those for English. Spanish 
is the only language in the study in which the feature--preposition--is 
more nearly equivalent to the English feature; however, there are 
differences between the structures in the two language~. Shown in 
Table V are the compari~ans between the languages for the subjects' u&e 
of prepositions. 
The chi-square values for each pair of language$ in Table V showed 
tha,t there wa,s a. ilignificant difference in the subjects' use of prepo-
sitions beyond th@ .os level Qf signifieanee for all the comparisons 
made. Th~ comparii;>gns gf the Chinese !!!Ubj(i}ct:;1 1 performance with that 
qf th~ sYbjeeti whose native lan~ua9e Wa$ either Spani~h, Persian, or 
Hindi hAd ev~n higher levels gf si9niticanee--beygnd the ,QQt level--
than the eQm~arisons among the other languages. The chi-square val~ea 
for the ui:;e Qf prepositiomi are as follows: Spanish,,.f!ersian, 7.tO! 
~:panish~Hingi 1 5,,68; SpanishnChinese, t7.84; Fersian~Hindi 1 6.J6i 
Per-liiiAn=Chin@se, ~rp,6.41 an!l Chines@,.,Hindi, ~~.Elt, Ttull· Hl~li\i li1Ybjeeb 
m@fle ~~m:pa:r€l-tively fewer- pr@:p~sition e:rr@:rs than all @th@f' !ii!Ybjec.t~; 
tlrn miinese i::ryt:ijeotis mi:i.~e o!'}mpa:rat :i.vety m~rrl'! @rc.rgr§ Uu:m i'\U ~rUu~r 
syl:!je€1Hq anfl the i::~ml'}i:t.Pat:i.ve !'Uff@rene?e ir1 :p:r@:p@l'lHi@n usa~e b@tw@en 
the ~fJal1i§h A\'H~ :Pe:rsian sttl:i;:ie@ts C?~Uln.1;rt be e'.Jl'.plaine€! with th@l'I~ tlE!tl:!s 
~rrgf ' i§ wgfg 9¥~~r 1 pqth qy~§ti~n aPP. st~t@m@nt 1 f~r whi~h 
th@~@ w@r@ f@W@P ~r-~~r§ than we~~ @4~@§te~ fr@m @~@h l~n~Ya~@ ~rftYP== 


















SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE COMPARISONS BETWEEN LANGUAGES 
FOR PREPOSITION U~AGE 
N p f f 
(O-E) 2 
0 e E 
25 .329 JO 29.94 1.20 
51 .671 61 61.06 5.90 
25 .581 JO 22.66 2.J8 
18 .419 9 16.34 3.30 
25 .532 JO 50.54 8.35 
22 • 468 65 44. 46 9.49 
51 • 739 61 51.73 1.66 
18 .261 9 18.27 4.70 
!H • 99 61 88.07 8.Ja 
!j~ ,301 65 37.93 19.J2 
22 .550 65 40.70 14.51 
1~ .450 9 JJ.30 17. 7' 











not be computed for this error because the frequencies were too sparse 
for it to be a valid test; therefore, no comparisons were made with any 
language. Because of this fact, the null hypothesis, when the compo-
sitions of four international language groups are analyzed in terms of 
word order (both question and statement), there will be no significant 
difference in the error rate among those groups, is inapplicable. 
Subject-verb agreement constituted error 4. The computed chi-
square value for this error was ~-97, which was not significant at the 
.05 level of signific~nce. Presented in Table VI is the analysis for 
the subjects' performance on the grammatical feature, 5Ubject-verb 
agreement. 
Lanf;!uage 





N = tt6 
TABLE Vl 






















Even though all the languages in this study have a definite rela-
tionship for their subjects to their verbs, the systems are quite 
different among themselves and from English. The null hypothesis for 
error 4 is stated as follows; when the compositions of four inter-
national language groups are analyzed in terms of subject-verb agree-
ment, there will be no significant difference in the error rate among 
those groups and, was, therefore, accepted. 
A compa.riscm. between the vArious language groups giveli! the basils 
for the ehi-$quare value for error ~. This analysis is presented in 
Table VII. 
41 
When the Chinese subjects' performance on subject-verb agreement 
was compared with that of Spanish and Hindi subjects, no significant 
dift~r~nc~ wa~ found. Th~ :rel~tian~hip of Chineliie aubjeet$ to Chine~e 
verb6 ha$ no e~uivallilntlii in the~lil two langua~Q$. The ehi·s~u~re values 
for the&fll e.ompariion~ a:re Ds follows1 Sp~niliih-Chine$e, J.SO And Hindi-
Chineliie, ~.88. For th@ comparison$ b.etwe@n languDQ~lii, th@re were 
$i9rd.fieMt tU.fffllrlilnCtlS in the p~:rformanee on li!Ubjeu;rt-verb agre@meint by 
the ~p;;mi$h §Ybjee.ts with the Per§i.an and Hindi §Ubjeet§ and the Per~ian 
~ubje~ts with Chines~ §Ybj@ct$. Th~slil Anal.yliie~ r@liiYlted in the follow-
in9 ~hi=§flYEt-re valYe§i $panii;ih .. PE!!rtoian, 7.io1 SpEt-nhh-Hiru~i, ~.1f'i 
F@ni€ln=Hindi 1 lt,t\Qf a.mil :P@rfi?fan=C.him:~§e 1 r .o;. The enirui!~@ §Ybjee.t§ 
ma.d~ ~ftm~a.ra.tively m@r~ ~rror§ th~n all other- liiYbj@e.t§, Ev@n though th@ 
§J§tem§ E!!flQ@mpa§§in~ §Ybje~t~vg~~ ~~r@@m@Ht El~@ diff@r@nt il'I the. 
~P~l'li§h 1 ~~H"§i1n1, ~H9 HimH, 1~Hf:IY@,11f@§, th@~ d@ h€\V@ 1 €\!ii d@e.§ liln91hih 1 
th@ f@~tYP@§ 1 §iH~Yl~I' @,flQ ~lYr~l, ifl @n@~t@=@n@ r@l~tion!i!hip§ with tb@ 















df ;; 1 
.o~ _, 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE COMPARISONS BETWEEN LANGUAGES 
FOR SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
N p f f 
(O-E)'" 
Q e E 
25 .)29 14 18.75 1.20 
51 .671 lt.'3 ,38.2,5 5.90 
2.? .581 14 13.9/,J, 2.58 
18 .4,19 10 10.06 J.;59 
lilS .532 14. 19.68 1.64. 
lil2 .4'68 2J 17.;rn 1.86 
51 • 739 
""-' 
.39.17 .3. 71t 
18 .~61 10 13. 8,3 1.06 
~t .699 4,j 46.1.J 2.12 
22 ,J01 ~' 19.87 4,9, 
:__,_ ~ _SC.WWW .mo:az::: ""' 
18 .450 18 14.85 i.58 
a~ .550 ~2 18.t!) 1.,'.3<'.l 









Plurals of nouns, error 5, is the last grammatical feature analyzed 
from the compositions of subjects in this study. The chi-square anal-
ysis for this error is presented in Table VIII. The obtained value is 
23.20 which is significant beyond the .05 level of significance; thus, 
the null hypothesis, when the compositions of four international lan-
guage groups are analyzed in terms of forming the plurals of nouns, 
there will be no significant difference in the error rate among those 
groups, is not accepted. 
TABLE V!U 











18 • 1.55 
22 , 190 
f f 
(O-E)a 
a ~ E 
17 38.02 11.6~ 
76 77.44 2.68 
34 27-28 1.66 
4=9 ,J.44 7.24 
df ::; 3 
'X'S 
~J.20* 
noun. The comparisons between the languages resulted in significant 
differences between all groups. These analyses are presented in 
Table IX. 
The greatest chi-square values were between the Spanish-Hindi, 
Spanish-Chinese, and Persian-Hindi subjects with values of 46.46, 
19.02, and 13.19, respectively. The chi-square values for the reamining 
comparisons are as follows: Spanish-Persian, 9.00; Persian-Chinese, 
4.92; and Hindi-Chinese, 5.46. The Chinese and Hindi subjects made 
comparatively more errors in forming the plurals of nouns than did the 
Spanish and Persian $Ubjects. The Persian subjects made comparatively 
more errors than the Spanish subjects. 
A Contrastive Analysis of the Four Languages 
and English for Each of the Five Errors 
The purpose of the research is to permit analysis of the native 
languages of the subjects in this study and to allow a comparison of 
the features of those languages with equivalent or similar features in 
English only in the categories of (1) omission of or inappropriate use 
of articles, (2) the use of prepositions, (J) word order (both question 
and statement), (4) use of prepositions, and (5) agreement of the sub-
ject and its verb. The omission of or inappropriate use of the 
ci.rticles, "a, 11 "an," and "the," was the first gra'1!matic;;il feature 
analy~ed from the compositions of students whose native language was 
~panish, Persian, Hindi, or Chinese. In English, the articles are 
categorized as definite or indefinite, and they indicate that a noun 
will follow. 11 An is µsed before nQn ... specific singular nouns which begin 

















SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE COMPARISONS BETWEEN LANGUAGES 
FOR FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
N p f f 
(0.-E)a 
0 e E 
25 .329 17 J0.60 6.04: 
51 .671 76 62.40 2.96 
25 .581 17 29.63 5.38 
18 • 4'19 34 21.37 41.08 
25 .532 17 21.12 a.oft 
2:J .468 4'9 30.89 10.62 
51 • 739 76 81.29 3.44 
is .261 34 28.71 9,75 
51 ,699 76 87.3.8 1.48 
22 ,301 49 37.63 J.44 
18 .450 34 37.35 3.00 











this singular noun has an intervening adjective which does not begin 
with a consonant sound, the article used is "an." If, however, the 
intervening adjective begins with a consonant sound also, the article 
remains 11 a. 11 
The article, "an," is used with non-specific singular nouns which 
begin with a vowel sound, e.g., ''an avocado," "an antenna," or "an 
organ." The same rule applies for "an" as for "a" if the intervening 
adjective begins with a consonant sound or a vowel sound. Examples of 
this principle are as follows: "a dull maga21ine"--"an irrt@rf!sting 
maga:z:ine;" "a needle!!!s mistake"--"an obvioul!l mistake;" "an old artifact" 
·-"a rusty artifact; 11 "an edible artichoke; "·-''a ceramic artichoke." 
''The" is the article which indicatt!ll!l that a specific ~'!ingular or 
plural noun will follow. The sound of the intervening adjective~ has 
no effect on thi~ artiole; howev~r, there are timelil when ''th~" il!I 
omitted, e,~., b~f@re holidays and n11U11es of placelil which are $lngular 
and do not hav~ a qualifying phr~~e or clause follgwing. E:xam:ple~ are 
as foUQWlil 1 ''liia$ter signah the beginning of spring"--"The East~r 
holidays begin on March :21;" "Oklahoma City is where my yoyngest Qhild 
was oorn'' ... ,.,."The Oklanoma City zoo attracts many visitors each summer. n 
The usfil of article:;; i;;eems to pose :problems for a lar{1~ flerc12.:rrtiil~l2. 
qf inte:rnci,tional stµdents who hl'lve learned liinQUsh as a .\i\@cQnd ll'lngYag~ 
( OUe:r and Redding, 1971). From the 1;rresent stud;y, Chinese stiuienh had 
46 total errors invalvin.g the µse of articles. ~his frequency was 
~4,'(.l :pen::ent af their total errors. The ChineEie langYl'lt'1€:l hes n@ 
ei:p .. ivalent st:r4ct4res ta E,nQHsh articles, (see .A:pllenitices A an~ I :f@r 
sam~le erra:rs involving article usaQe PY Chinese ~tYdent~). f~r 
e:x:am:pl13~ a sentence invalving the definite !'\:rticle~ 11the 1 11 w:riHtm ~Y 
a student whose native language is Chinese was "Taipei is most pros-
perous city in our country," with "the" being omitted before the 
superlative adjective "most." A word-by-word translation of Chinese for 
this sentence would result in "Taipei is our country most prosperous 
city." A sentence involving "a" was "It is very interesting thing'' 
with the indefinite article omitted before "very." The translation 
from Chinese resulted in "This (or it) is one very interesting thing." 
For "an," an example was "l had a article publi$hed last year" with "a" 
used in place of "an" before "article." The Chinese translation hi 11 1 
had one article publii.ohed last year." The rule seems to be that where 
English has "ia," or "an," ''one" is u:;;ed in Chinese if the idea (noun) is 
tangible; and if the idea (noun) is intangible, ''one" is not needed. 
There seems to be no similar or equivalent feature in Chinese for "thf!). 11 
Subjects whose native language is Hindi mia,de 56 total errors 
involving article usage, which was 50,91 percent of their total error$. 
Hindi has na f@atures similar or e.quivalent to the. English articles, 
11 a," "an," and "the." E:itamp,les of er:rors in article usage are as 
follows i "One is agricultural university" with the article Pmittedi 
"'.!.'he life has not much changed" with "the" used when it wa:;i not 
necessaryi and "'.!.'here is shortage of food" with· ''a" l:leing omitt,e.d. 
T:ran.elat:i.Pns of these sentences f:r0,m H:i..ncti to English reiiulted in "On~ 
a~:rrioultl!ral µniversity is~" "Life much chan~ed m~t he~, 11 am~ "fgg~ 
sl'mrta!Je is,'' The sampl~ of er.ro:rs Iiindi,..,s1HiMinQ !"-tl!Qents mi=u!@ in the 
Ysf:l ~:f articles showeq that most 0,f their eJTQri:> we:re in the @mi§§i~m 
~+ the ~:rticlf'ls (see AF~enctices A and H), 
The ff:lrsian s4P,jects made a tgta,l ~f 1QJ err@r§ in the Y§~ @f 
aYticles 1 which was ~6.14 percent of their tgta,l err~:rs, ~n 
48 
overwhelming majority of these errors was in omission of the articles 
rather than inappropriate use of the articles (see Appendices A and G). 
Such a large percentage of article errors may be related to the absence 
of articles in the Persian language from which the subjects could have 
drawn some similarities and differences with their language and English. 
An example of a sentence with an omission error is "Tehran is crowded 
city." The translation from Persian is "Tehran city crowded is." A 
sentence with an inappropriate article is "We have a wonderful weather 
in early spring," and the translation from Persian is ''Weather early 
$pring very exciting is. 11 There ju$t seems to be no structure in 
Persian equival~nt or similar to the English articles "a, 11 "an," and 
''the. !I 
The Spani~h l~nguage is the only language in this study which has 
~rammatical f~Atu:res more nearly equivalent to English articl~~l how-
ev~:r, the Spard.1i'h subjects' e:rrors in ~:rticle usage accounted fo:r 
app:r!:rx;imat~ly em19-fourth (l~4. 73 :pe:rcent) of their total er:ro:r:i!. 'l'herfil 
Are \'>()th Pfilfinite and indefinite articles in Spanish. There. :is eme 
f}efinit!iil artigle, "the," but the:re are four words for it in S_panish•• 
"el" which is µseq with singular nouns, masculine geni:le:r; "la" which i:;; 
Y~ed with ~ingul.ar nouns, feminine genC!er; "los'' wnich is U!H~a with 
:pl.Y:r!:\l r!QYns, m<:tscul:i.ne gender; ctnd 11 las" which is used with :pl:Y:ri'\l 
ngYns, :f~minine gender. The indefinite a:rti~le in S:panish whi.9h t:r~n§ ... 
lat es 11a," "an," o:r "one" hcts 1•H~ve:ral wp:rglii in Spanish, 11 lln" i§ Y~@t'! :in 
an adjegtive phrase or clause that has a singYl.ar, masculine n~un 
:pn~sent 1 e,g!~ ''4n l::>ar~o grfl,nde",..,.,,.llf!. l.a:rge boat." "Unfl. 11 is yseg in !:\ft 
~§jegtive phrase qr gl.ctuse that ha§ ~ !3in~Ylar~ fem:i.nin!3 n~~n ftr in ~ 
i:;inQYlfff f13.minin!3 a~jectiye ~h:f(':!.se ~r 9lH4SE:l th!'!.t nas i;.lw :mmn @m:itt@d, 
e.g., 11 una corbata bonita"--"a pretty necktie;" "una de rayas"--"a 
striped one," or literally "one of stripes." "Uno" is used in a 
singular, masculine adjective phrase or clause when the noun is omitted, 
e.g., "uno grande"--"a big one" (literally, "one big"). 11 Unos 11 is used 
for the plural masculine, with or without the noun in the phrase or 
clause; 11unas 11 is used in the same way for plural, feminine. "Unos" 
and "unas" mean "some" when translated literally, but they are still 
referred to as indefinite articles. For instance, 11 Encontramos unos 
conones enterrados" means 11 We found some buried canons." A typical 
error involving the use of articles from the compositions of the Spanish 
subjects was "The America is very wonderful. 11 The Spanish for this 
sentence would be "La America hace muy estripenda," meaning "(The) 
America is very wonderful" (see Appendices A and F for additional 
examples). 
Preposition usage was the second grammatical structure that was 
analyzed in the subjects' compositions. In English, a preposition is a 
function word; it must have an object which may either precede or follow 
the preposition. The object of the preposition is a noun or pronoun, 
and this structure--preposition and object--is called a prepositional 
phrase. Some words which are commonly used as prepositions are "at," 
"to," "for, 11 "with, 11 "by, 11 "of," "in, 11 "from, 11 "behind," "under, 11 
"until," "against," "between," "on," "over," "through," and "near." 
Errors in the use of prepositions accounted for approximately one-fourth 
(24.44 percent) of all errors tabulated in this study. 
The Chinese subjects had a frequency of 65 errors in the use of 
prepositions, which was J4.95 percent of their total errors. In the 
Chinese language, there are prepositions; however, they seem to be 
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fewer in number and they seem to function differently than prepositions 
in English. The words which seem to have equivalence in the lexicon of 
Chinese and English are "under, " "from," "except, " and 11 in/ at. " The 
same word is used for "in" as for "at" with no distinction between the 
two words. An e~ample of a sentence containing an error in preposition 
usage is "There are lots of supermarkets, shopping centers, theaters, 
and schools in there,'' A translation .of the correct usage for this 
sentence from Chinel!le rei;sults in "In/At there have many supermarket, 
ishopping center, th!llater, 01nd school." Another example h ''I was born 
in there and grew up in there;" the translation from Chinese is "I in 
there born, in there grow up.'' It $eems that "in/at'' functions as an 
adverb tel Ung when or where; and if "there" following "in/at'' can be 
con~trued as a noun, then from thi$ eorpu$, Chin~se words that seem to 
b~ ~quivalent to English preposition~ alsQ hav~ noun~ followin~ them 
(see App@ndix I), 
The Hindi subjects had only a sm~ll ~ere~ntage (8.18) of th@ir 
~rror~ in the cate.9ory of prepo~ition u~~~e, @ven thou9h the strueture 
of pre}:}gdtions in th@ Hincti lang1Ja9e h diffenmt :frgm that in 
En~li~h. Th~re are prepo~itions in Hindi~ but th@y ar@ not Y§@d A~ 
§~pArate woros1 th@y are atta9hed tQ the nouns, and th@ir m@aninG i§ 
d@t~rmin@o gy th@ 9~nd@r of th~ noun to whi§h th~y ref@r. ~@v@r~l of 
th@ @rrar~ invgl vin~ :p:repqi;;:itfon~ @omd,§teg of Hindi §Ybjeet~' addin~ 
tmntH?@§§~:ry p:r@IJO~Hi@n§ {:l.ft~:r th~ v~=rrbi?. Two §Yeh ~rror§ w~t'e 11'rh@ 
f:\I'~{:l. @f my §ity i§ §~:rfrn,i:l in n :r1'\th4i? @:f g,lJgyt twglve mH~~q 11 aml 
l'Firi:rt; I jgin~€1 in a hi~fi i:; 0h~@i," Tht:1 tr{:l.n§laH@n§ from Mindi a:r@ 
"My eHy E!P~a twf:llv~ mu~~ ra9iY§ §fH't:!a9 :i.§ 11 aml 111 fi:n~t hi9fi etih@ol 
j@in~g,H 
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The Persian language has prepositions, but there are not as many as 
there are in English, and their function is not the same. Some common 
prepositions in English and Persian are 11 in, 11 "to," 11 at, 11 and "of. 11 
In Persian, no distinction is made between "in" and "at," just as was 
true for Chinese. The same word stands for either word in English. 
The frequency of preposition errors in the Persian subjects' composi-
tions was a little over one-fifth (21.~0 percent) of their total errors. 
A typical pr~position error was "Usually, nobody trusts to the weather 
in my town." A tran~lation from Persian produces "Usually no one to 
weather city of ours trust has not." There is an ~ndini.;1 to the Pe:ndan 
word for "weathf!lr 11 which meanll!! "to, 11 whieh may havfl! eau1u~d the student 
to think. that "to" w~s needed for English, also. Anoth~r eomm<ln error 
was "The weathe:r of my city at summer is not very hot; 11 a PtU"l!lian tr~ns­
h.t ion ii!> "W~€lth~r of city at our in ~umme:r very hat not is. 11 'l'hi11 
il@ntenee hf:l.s thti c(')mmon word meani:n~ "in" or "at." ln Persian there 
is no semantie difference in the two words. This may be a p@ssibl@ 
e~planation for th!'! :Pe:r.sian su.t.ijects' ctiffieulty in iu;;ing thll!se two 
prepositions (see Appencti~ G for other translations involvin~ 
p:repQ.s it il'ms ) • 
.Ar; wa§ t:rue with the articles, the Spanish lan(luage h.as ~rammatieal 
features that are nearly equivalent to English p:re~~sition§l h~wever, 
the Spanish subjects' errors in this category were a la:r~e per§enta§e 
(~~.~6) {:If thei.r- totat e:r:r<H'f5, All of the wqr~i;; thi'\t a:re c@mmqnly ~~e!:l 
as :p,:r~p@§iti~11s i:ri ~n!!Jhsh ean "Re used as :prefJ9!i>Hions in ~:pani~h, ci,hfh 
As in ~n~lish, Ppani$h ~Fep~sitigns ~i~n~i th~t ~ n~Yn will f@ll@w 1 QYt 
th@r~ m~¥ ~~ intgrvgni~~ ~aj~c~iv~§ 1 ~nct s@m~ ~gj~~t.iv~s m~y ~@m@ ~ft~r­
thl'l nflm'ls i1h~re ~:r~ m?H'I),' dif:fer1;1n€~~ l?€!tw~~m ~~Fl.ni::>h ~n€! lliIHll:i~h 
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prepositions, however. First, one Spanish word may be used for several 
prepositions, e.g., "por" ="by," "through," "for," and "during;" and 
it ("por") may be used in phrases which have meanings other than the 
above prepositions, e.g. "por la tarde" for "in the afternoon" or 11 por 
cuenta propia'' for "on his own." Additionally, 11 por" is used to form 
other words or phrases which are not prepositions, e.9. "por fin" for 
":finally" or "por ciento" for "pe:rcent. 11 
Another difference between Spanish and English preposition usage is 
that the preposition may be omitted from an En~lish sentence, but it 
will be required in the Spanh;h sentence, ei. g. "It would match his suit" 
would be "Harill!. juego con su traje" in S:panbh with "con" meaning 
"with." "It would ~o with his suit" would be written the ~rnme way in 
Splllni.sh. 
For g pg:rti~ul~r En9lish pr~po~ition, there ~r~ several Sp~ni$h 
eflYiVBhnt!il. Ftlr t\nrnimple, f(:)r th@ En~Ush p:r~po!!d-tion ":for,'' th@ 
pf>l"llilibhl ~panhh equivalents a:r~ "par," an~ "a;" o:r the En9li!i!h wo:rd 
"l:>y," tne:rfil ar(;l "p!')r," "a," and "de." Several pre:pQ.sit:ion e:r:n:i:r19 m!'!d@ 
PY the ~pmiii;;,h ~ubjf:l~t• in thi• •tudy may have •ome rel.at fonl"lh:i-p tg 
their native lan~ua9e (see App@ncti~ F :fo:r translation§). E~ample• of 
typi@al !llf'f'€H"!' are "We. werrt <'>n the Ga:r,'' ''at \'!Qth ~ide§ of th@ roE\{1 1 " 
€!-nd 11 @l'I the whtllle §g\.mt:ry." In Sp€l-nililh, "@n" ~an l;i(;l Y§€ld :fgr "at~" 
11 €m • " A-nct "in 1" €!-nd "a" @an Pf'! Y§@d :fo:r "atY £iml 111'ln," whi@h !?.@Yhl 'be 
the ba§i§ o:f their dif:fi~ultJ in di•tinaui•hinQ th!i!.§fil tw@ p:rep@§i= 
tign§ in IDn~li§h, 
~rf€H''§ in th€! W€H'Q o:r9er gf qu€l§ U@P.§ €!-m~ §tAtement§ Wt='ll'e t€!-llYlate§ 
fl'om th€l @~mf}€H'iitfoft§ 4§€lQ in th:i.§ §tYl'l'lf, Th€l§€l gn'~I'§ wg1'€l ~ v@:ry 
mimrr p1fft gf th€l t~tE!l €lrr1lf15=,,.t~ €lt-f'9:r'§ ~mt gf 6r~ t@tE!l ~l'l'@n @r 
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only 2.37 percent of all errors made by all subjects. Even though there 
are differences between the word order of English and that of the lan-
guages in this study, the subjects seem to have mastered English word 
order. Basic word order in English is subject-verb-object for state-
ments and verb-subject-object for questions; adjectives come before the 
nouns they modify; phrases are placed close to the words they modify; 
and in compound subjects or objects, the first person pronoun is last 
in the series. 
The basic sentence pattern for Chinese i$ the same as for English--
subject-verb-object; however, the modifiers in Chinese m~y be placed 
diff~rently. One of the few errors in word order by the Chinese sub-
jects (a frequency af 3 errors for a 1.61 percentage gf their tat~l 
err<ffs) Wai!l th@ placemEmt of "also" in the ~Hmtence. "l like aho my 
hometown." From the data collected f:rQm the Chinejile informant• "al$0 11 
is used befo:r@ the verb in Chine$e; therefore, if the subjeet's native 
langua~e were interfering with hi$ writing, he should not have made thi~ 
error in thf:l plaoement of "also.'' Examples of the typical plaeement of 
modifier~ !:lre in the translations "You everywhere able find :restaurant," 
with "everywhere" cgming after the subjeot rather th~rn after ":re~tau,.. 
rant;" <in¢! 11 fi!Ver-y year's August" rather than ''Al!gUli'it pf (:)ae\h yea:r'' <ff 
"Every y!il&r in A1rnust" (see Aµpencti:it :i:). 
W<lrP <l:rcter :i.n Hindi :follows the bade senterrne :pattern of sut\j(:)ot .. 
g\Jject=V~ffb. Hincti stuctentlil ma9'e very few wn'l:rs in Uris oateQ~:ry, "bwt 
one e:r:r@:r was "'fhe life has not much ch!:lngect, '' The t:ransl.!:l,t:i.f.ln f:r@m 
H:i.ni:H :i.s ''l-,i:f e mYch cnarn;H:ict not hAs." ,/\9,fogti ves cQme "P.e:f q:n~ the n<l\ms 
they m@!i.H:Yi thf::l aY~:ili:'\:ry cgmes fl,fte:r the main V!:lrP 1 an~ 11mrt 11 cf.lilies 
a:fte:r the main stem of the verb. A tY~ical e~ample Qf ttinqi w@rct ~:r~~r 
is given in the translation, "Still much land uncultivated is" with 
"land" as the subject, "uncultivated" as the predicate adjective 
(object), and "is" as the verb. 
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Word order seemed to pose no serious problem for Persian subjects; 
however, the word order of their language is quite different from 
English word order in some respects. First, the Persian sentence reads 
from right to left; there are phrases and clauses; and the position of 
subj~cts, verbs, and adverbs is related~ There are prepositional 
phrases composed of a preposition and a noun; adjectives modify nouns, 
but come after rather than before the noun; and the verb $tem come~ 
b~fore the auxiliary verb. An !1lxample of the wording as it would be in 
Persian for the English sentence, 11lt is locll\ted in the southern part of 
J:nm, 11 is "ln:part southern Iran locat~ is. 11 An e:xam};ll(!t of an ~:rror in 
the word order o:f two adjectives modifyin!iJ a compot.mg nc:iun iii' "In 
Shira~, there are the tombs of the Iranian famotJs p<:>tl!ts <ln<:'l se.ierrthts," 
The Persian trans lat io.n resitlteQ. in 11 l'omb of poets and ,;;c:ient ist~ famQU/j 
of I.ran in Shira~ is, 11 
Spanisll wor9 order is very similar to English wor9 order in many 
ways. Its basic pattern for declarative sentences is subjeot~verb~ 
Qbject; b4t~ unli~e English, moQ.ifying adjectiv~s cQme after th@ nouns 
tney mgQ.i:fy rather than before; inMrect ~bjei::ts !?Qffle tief~re the V@r'bi 
~rgno4n direct anP indirei::t objects cQme befQre the ve:rb1 §U~j~9t pr@= 
n@Yni:ifl.re incor:porateq in the verb; anc! tP.e nef,lfltive, 11 ng 11 @:r 11ngtin 
e@me~ §ef@re the verb.. An e~amPle gf an err9:r in the Q~m~@§itign§ Wa§ 
"T"fie st:ri . Jct4re pg1itiG.al is si111Har to th~J in ~hi,hgmf\." i'he :plat'!ement 
9f '1p@lHicfl.lll flfte:r th€! n~"l:m it m1:H!i:fies i§ ggnsi~tf'mt with the g:r§eI' 
qf fH!jf!@t ive§ in Spp,nis:fh The f!ere!1lnta~f'l g:f w@r~=9P€le:r ~r:rgr;:; "by th§ 
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Spanish subjects was less than ten percent of their total errors (9.68); 
however, all the errors that were tabulated had the grammatical struc-
tures in the English sentences in the order they would have been in 
Spanish sentences (see Appendix F for translations). 
In English, subjects and verbs agree in person and number--
singular subjects must have singular verbs. and plural subjects must have 
plural verbs. Generally, the "s" on an English noun indicates that it 
is plural, and an 11 s 11 on an English verb signals that the verb is third 
person singular. Usually, a compound subject connected by "and" is 
plural, but there are exceptions. If the deep structure indicates one 
unit, then the construction is singular. For instance, in "Bacon and 
eggs is my favoritei breakfast, !I the verb is singull)lr because the subject 
is a unit. Another exception is if the singular slJbjects in the com-
pound strlJcturtll are :preceded by "each" or "every." Also, i:rn:lef:inite 
pronouns such as "each," "either," "everyone," "something," etc. 
reqU,ire singular verbs. For example, "Everyone is to report to the ta9 
office to receive his stic~er. 11 Certain indefinite pronouns, however, 
such as "some," "none," "all," etc. may be either singular or plu,ral 
depending on the prepositional phrase which may follow or on the con-
text of the sentence. Collective nouns that are considered f\S se:f)arate 
units are usually singular, and some nouns that end in "iq;;!I are s:iJ'1gu-
lar when they refer to subjects or c~urses of study. 
Chinese subject-verb agreement is very different from th~t @f 
l!inglish in thctt Chinese verbs are always sini::p . Jl{:l.r no matter what the 
n1.m1ber of the subject. For the Engl is):i str4ctu~es ~ "I !:JO," 11he g{>.es '· '' 
anl'l "they gg," the same word :for '1QQ 11 w~::rnlg be U,se(:l with aH sl-\~j~=Hrts 
in Chinese. For the English "I am~" "he is," "we are," i:'!.Pd "they <ffe~ 11 
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the Chinese word for "is" is used in every instance. An example of an 
error in subject-verb agreement which occurred in the compositions is 
"I think it taste good," with the plural form of "taste" being used 
with the singular pronoun "it." Another example is "My hometown people 
is [dilligent] and industrious," with the singular form "is" used with 
the plural subject "people." The translations from Chinese for these 
two sentences are "I think it is very good eat" and "My home village's 
people all is hard working." From the errors made by the Chinese sub-
jects, it appears that the students indiscriminately used singular and 
plural forms of English verbs; however, subject-verb agreement was not 
their weakest area, for only 12.37 percent of their total errors 
involved this grammatical feature (see Appendix I). 
Subject-verb agreement did not seem to be a major problem for 
students in the study whose native language was Hindi, for only 9.01 
percent of their total errors involved this feature. A typical error 
in this category was "India is a country which have many different 
languages" with the translation from Hindi being "India country which 
many different languages is. 11 For Hindi, verbs agree with the subjects 
in number and gender; however, in writing, the same word is us·ed for 
"is," "are," "has," and "have;" but each is pronounced differently. The 
subject takes on an ending to indicate the gender, and a verb-word is 
added at the end of the sentence to indicate the number and tense. The 
verb-words and the endings on the subjects (nouns) are very closely 
related, in that if the same meaning were to be conveye_d in two sen-
tences with the only difference being number, both of these structures 
would show the number difference (see Appendix H). 
Another contrast between English and Hindi in subject-verb agree-
ment is that some subjects will be singular in English but plural in 
Hindi because of semantic differences. For instance, "team, 11 "club, 11 
and "crowd" are examples of a group of collective nouns which are sin-
gular in English even though they have plural forms; but these nouns 
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are singular or plural in Hindi even though they have separate plural 
forms. For example, in Hindi, "crowd" is singular if it is in a mob 
fashion and plural if it means a social gathering; "club" is singular if 
the group or team (ball club) operates in its own town, but it is plural 
if it represents another town or the country. 
The Persian subjects had errors in the agreement of the subject and 
its verb, but the percentage of these errors (15.09) was not as high as 
for some of their other errors. One reason may be that the Persian 
language has the same kind of agreement rule as English--singular sub-
jects have singular verbs and plural subjects have plural verbs. The 
difference is that some words that have a plural meaning in English may 
have a singular meaning in Persian. For example, among the errors from 
the subjects' compositions, two such errors were made because of this 
difference-- 11Its ruins is glorious" and "A big crowd come to visit my 
hometown every year. 11 The translations from Persian for these two 
sentences are "Ruins of glorious is" and "Every year crowd of big for 
seeing city of our come. 11 "Ruins" has a singular meaning in Persian 
and "crowd" has a plural meaning (more translations are given in 
Appendix G). 
Spanish subjects and verbs agree in person and number just as 
English subjects and verbs; Spanish verbs are regular and irregular as 
are English verbs; but Spanish verbs are further divided into classes 
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based on whether the infinitive form ends in 11ar," "er," or "ir. 11 The 
singular and plural persons of Spanish nouns and pronouns are first 
person, second person-familiar, second person-formal, and third person, 
which are the same as English except there is no distinction in the 
English second person for familiar or formal. Specific endings are 
added to the stem of the verbs to indicate changes in person and number. 
For example, an 11 ar 11 verbj present tense, would add the endings 11 0, 11 
11 as, 11 and 11 a 11 to the stem for singular .subject nouns and pronouns; and 
11 amos," "ais," and "an" for plural subject nouns and pronouns. It is 
through these endings that Spanish subjects and verbs agree. Typical 
errors made by Spanish subjects in subject-verb agreement were "It have 
a very important university" and "In the evening the sky turn many 
colors." These students seemed to have omitted consistently the third 
person singular "s" from present tense English verbs. In Spanish, with 
all classes of verbs, there is no "s" on third person singular verbs, 
present tense; the "s" as part of "as" or "es" or "is" is used with 
second person-familiar singular verbs only, which may explain their 
omission of the English 11 s 11 (see Appendix F). 
Determining number with English nouns is a rather simple process. 
With most nouns, the plural is formed by adding "s" or ,"es." With a 
smaller group of nouns, the plural is formed by changing a vowel within 
the singular form or by adding an ending to the singular form. Examples 
of singular and plural English nouns are "desk"--"desks," "man"--"men, 11 
and 11 child 11-- 11 children." Some nouns in English may be plural in form 
but singular in meaning, e.g. "news" or "electronics." Collective nouns 
such as "team," "group," or 11 club 11 are singular when the noun functions 
as a unit; and these nouns can form the plural with the adding of "s. 11 
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Some of the errors in forming the plurals of nouns in the composi-
tions of the Chinese subjects may have been caused by interference from 
their native language. Most nouns that are tangible are always singu-
lar, and if it becomes necessary to specify more than one 9 then the word 
for a specific number is added or the word for "several" is added. If 
the noun is intangible and plurality is needed (which is unusual), then 
a suffix is added to the noun. The word for"man" and "men" is the same 
word; "several" or "group" is used before "man" for the plural meaning. 
An example of a sentence with errors in the plural of nouns is "Most 
country ship use the harbor for loading, etc. because of its good 
equipment and the feature of the harbor." The translation from Chinese 
is "Many country's ship also use this harbor to load because it has 
very good facility and good feature" (see Appendix I). Another example 
of an error is "There are many change in this city" with the translation 
producing "This city have (singular) many change." Approximately one-
fourth of the Chinese subjects' total errors (26.3~ percent) was in the 
category of forming the plurals of nouns. 
The plurals of nouns accounted for nearly a third (30.63 percent) 
of the total errors tabulated from the compositions of students whose 
native language is Hindi. There are singular and plural nouns in Hindi, 
and like most nouns in English, they form the plural by the addition of 
a plural marker to the end of the singular form. A difference between 
English and Hindi is that because of the different word order and the 
lack of prepositional phrases per se, some words that would be plural in 
English would have positions in the Hindi sentence that required the 
singular form. For instance, a sentence that appeared in one of the 
subjects' compositions was "A very small majority speaks other language 
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of the world." The translation from Hindi is "A very small majority 
people world language speaks. 11 The plural form, "languages," was needed 
for the English sentence, but the singular form, "language," was needed 
for the Hindi sentence even though there is a plural form, "languages," 
in Hindi. Several of the errors tabulated in the compositions may have 
developed from this semantic difference between the use of nouns in the 
two languages (see Appendix H for more translations). 
Plurals of nouns accounted for 26.67 percent of the total errors 
made by Persian subjects. From the data from the Persian informant, it 
seems that the forming of plurals of nouns is very similar to the system 
in English. There are singular nouns which can become plural nouns with 
the addition of a suffix to the stem. There are some nouns, however, 
which have a different number in Persian than what they have in English 
(discussed under subject-verb agreement). One interesting point about 
Persian nouns that are plural and which require a demonstrative prqnoun 
before them is that these nouns require the singular pronoun. An 
example of this is that for the English "These parks" the Persian trans-
lation would be "this parks," meaning "parks of tJ:lis place." There 
seems to be only one instance in the Persian language which may justify 
an error made in a subject's composition, which was "They give present 
to chi:J_dren. 11 The translation from Persian would result in "They t9 
children present give," with "present" in this sense haying a sir:ig4lqT 
meaning. All other errors made in forming the plurals of nouns seem to 
have no explanation as far as interference frp,m the Persian lq.ngµq.ge 
(se~ Appendix G). 
The errors tabulated from the Spanish subjects' cqmpositions in the 
category of plurals of nouns accounted for 18.28 percent of their tptal 
errors. In Spanish, all nouns are preceded by an article; therefore, 
forming the plural of Spanish nouns includes changing the articles to 
their plural forms, as well as adding the plural marker 11 s 11 to the 
nouns. If a Spanish noun ends in a consonant, the plural ending "es" 
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is added. Examples of Spanish singular and plural nouns are as follows: 
"el Libro"--"los Libros;" "el papel"--las papeles." Examples of the 
kinds of errors involving the plurals of nouns the Spanish subjects 
made in their compositions are "They work in several factory and com-
pany," "Guatemala has two season," and "There are J00,000 peoples in 
this town." From the data collected in this study, more research will 
have to be done to determine the amount of interference, if any, from 
Spanish on the English grammatical feature, plurals of nouns. 
From the contrastive analysis of English with each of the languages 
in this study, it seems that there may have been some native language 
interference for some subjects when they were writing certain grammat-
ical features in English. Specifically, it seems that the errors made 
in using the English articles may have had interference from the native 
language of the Chinese, Hindi, Persian, and Spanish subjects. Also, 
the same may have been true with usage of prepositions for Chinese, 
Persian, and Spanish subjects. Word order seemed to have been influ-
enced by Chinese and Spanish languages; however, the data were too 
sparse to make any valid generalizations. Subject-verb agreement may 
have had interference from the native languages, Chinese, Persian, and 
Spanish. The Chinese and Hindi subjects' writing of English plurals 
of nouns may have had interference from their particular native 
language. 
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From the data collected in this study, therefore, the research 
question, does a contrastive analysis of the five specified grammatical 
structures within English and the four languages in this study support 
the theory that the native language of adults will interfere with their 
learning of a second language because equivalent or similar structures 
in the two languages will be equated by the learners and this equiva-
lence will be reflected in their errors in the second language, is 
resolved. From the data 9 a majority of the English grammatical features 
written by the subjects seemed to have had interference in several 
instances from the native languages involved. 
Summary 
There were 116 compositions in this study which were written by 
international students whose native language was Spanish, Persian, 
Hindi, or Chinese. These compositions were analyzed to determine if 
there were significant differences in the error rate among these 
language groups on each of five grammatical structures--(1) omission of 
or inappropriate use of articles, (2) use of prepositions, (3) word 
order--both question and statement 9 (4) subject-verb agreement, and 
(5) plurals of nouns. The Persian subjects had 44 percent of the 
compositions and made 42 percent of the errors; the Spanish subjects 
had 21 percent of the compositions and made 14 percent of the errors; 
the Chinese subjects had 19 percent of the compositions and made 28 
percent of the errors; and the Hindi subjects had 16 percent of the 
compositions and made 16 percent of the errors. 
Chi-square analysis was used to test the null hypotheses which 
stated that when the compositions of four international language groups 
are analyzed in terms of (1) the omission of or inappropriate use of 
articles, (2) the use of prepositions, (J) word order~-both question 
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and statement, (4) subject-verb agreement, (5) the plurals of nouns, 
respectively, there will be no significant difference in the error rate 
among those groups. There were significant differences for the error 
rates among the language groups for error 1, article usage; error 2, the 
use of prepositions; and error 5, plurals of nouns; thus, these null hypo th-
eses were not accepted. There was no significant difference in the 
error rates among the language groups for error 4, subject-verb agree-
ment; thus, this hypothesis was accepted. The hypothesis for error J, 
word order, was inapplicable because the frequencies tabulated from the 
compositions were too sparse for a valid chi-square test. 
The contrastive analysis of English and each of the languages in 
the study resulted in the resolution of the research question. From 
the data collected, it seems that the subjects' writing of various 
grammatical structures in English may have had interference from the 
particular native languages of these subjects. Specifically, the 
subjects whose native language was either Spanish, Chinese, or Persian 
may have had interference from these languages on their use of English 
articles, prepositions, and subject-verb agreement. Hindi subjects 
may have had interference on articles and plurals of nouns. More 
research needs to be done on contrastive analysis, word order, and the 
languages in this study. 
CHAP'rERV 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to make a comparative analysis of 
selected writing errors of Oklahoma State University students learning 
English as a second language. The study was undertaken as a result of 
the divergent research on language learning and language teaching. Some 
sources suggested that the teacher of English as a second language 
should be aware that there are common structures in the native language 
and target language of the learner. These similarities and differences 
could be pointed out to the students so that they may utilize the gram-
matical knowledge which they have of their own language to facilitate 
their learning of the second language. Still other sources advised that 
the teacher of English as a second language should do an error analysis 
of the students' essays in order to know what kinds of errors are made 
by whom and to what extent in order to be better prepared in delineating 
the similarities and differences between English and each language 
group. 
The review of the literature reflects that many linguists believe 
that the native language of the learner interfers with the learning of 
the target language, that the features in the target language that are 
equivalent or nearly equivalent to features in the native language will 
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be less difficult, and that features which have no equivalent structures 
in the native language will be more difficult to learn. The research 
indicates that this is true more so for adults learning a second lan-
guage than it is for children. 
To accomplish the purpose of the study, the problem focused on the 
lack of information relative to the frequency with which five grammat-
ical errors were made by Spanish-, Hindi-, Chinese-, and Persian-
speaking students at Oklahoma State University who were enrolled in an 
English-as-a-second language composition course. In addition, Chinese, 
Hindi, and Persian language groups were chosen because of their diver-
sity and their being non-western languages. Spanish was chosen because 
of the large number of United States' citizens whose native language 
is Spanish and because of the amount of research on Spanish bilingual 
education in this country. 
There were five categories of errors used to analyze the composi-
tions of foreign students whose native language is Spanish, Hindi, 
Chinese, or Persian. These errors included (1) omission of or inappro-
priate use of articles 9 (2) errors in the use of prepositions, (J) 
errors in word order (both question and statement), (4) lack of agree-
ment between the subject and its verb 9 and (5) errors in forming the 
plurals of nouns. 
The instrument used in this study was not one in the traditional 
or common sense of the term; it was, instead, the individual composi-
tions of the subjects; and the data used in the research came from 
these compositions. Chi square was used to determine if there were 
significant differences in the frequency of errors for each grammatical 
structure among the four languages and between any two of these languages. 
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Informants who were native speakers of the particular languages 
and who were proficient in the structure of English grammar were used to 
study each of the languages for grammatical features that were equiva-
lent or similar to the five specified errors. Each informant was 
selected with the following criteria: (1) that he was a native speak.er 
of the particular language; (2) by nature of his profession, he was 
linguisticallyc6mpetent in the grammars of his native language and 
English; and (J) from a discussion concerni_ng the structure of his 
native language and the structure of English, it was d.etermined that he 
was linguistically competent in the two grammars. Comparisons were made 
between English and each langua~e for each of.the five grammatical 
structures. 
A research question was formulated'which was stated as follows: 
Does a contrastive analysis of the five specified grammatical 
structures within Engl il!lh .and the four languages in this study support 
the theory that the native language of adults will interfere with their 
learning of a second _-lan_guage because equivalent or similar structures 
in the two languages will be equated by the learners and will be 
reflected in their errors in the second language? The research question 
was resolved • 
. The following hypotheses were formulated and invHtigated by sta-
tistical analysi1 in this 1tudy1 
1. When th• eompo1itions o! four language group1 ar• analyzed in 
torm11 of tho omiuion or inapprop:riato u1e of articlH, thoro will bo· no 
1i;ni!icant di!!oroneo in tho orror rato among tho10 ;roup1. Hypotho1i1 
I WAI not aeeoptod. 
2. When the compositions of four language groups are analyzed 
in terms of the use of prepositions, there will be no significant dif-
ference in the error rate among those groups. Hypothesis II was not 
accepted. 
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J. When the compositions of four language groups are analyzed in 
terms of word order (question and statement), there will be no signifi-
cant difference in the error rate among those groups. Hypothesis III 
was inapplicable because of the sparseness of the observed frequencies 
for this category. 
4. When the compositions of four language groups are analyzed in 
terms of subject-verb agreement, there will be no significant difference 
in the error rate among those groups. Hypotheis IV was accepted. 
5. When the compositions of four language groups are analyzed in 
terms of plural endings of nouns, there will be no significant differ-
ence in the error rate among those groups. Hypothesis V was not 
accepted. 
Findings 
The findings of this study, a comparative analysis of selected 
writing errors of Oklahoma State University students learning English 
as a second language, are divided into two sections: (1) the testing 
of the hypotheses using chi square analysis at the .05 level of sig-
nificance with three degrees of freedom and (2) the contrastive analysis 
of English and each language in the study by using a native-speaker 
informant from each of the languages. The findings from the statistical 
analysis of the data are as follows: 
1. There was a significant difference (chi square value = 26.31) 
in the error rate among the four language groups for error 1, article 
usage. Spanish subjects made comparatively fewer article errors than 
the other subjects while the Hindi subjects made comparatively more 
errors than the other subjects. 
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2. There was a significant difference (chi square value ~ 49.61) 
in the error rate among the four language groups for error 2, preposi-
tion usage. Chinese subjects made comparatively more preposition errors 
than the other subjects while the Hindi subjects made comparatively 
fewer errors than the other subjects. 
3. The chi-square test was inapplicable for error 3, word order, 
because of the sparseness of the frequencies tabulated from the 
compositions. 
4. There was not a significant difference (chi square value ~ 
4.97) in the error rate among the four language groups for error 4, 
subject-verb agreement. The Chinese subjects, however, made slightly 
more subject~verb errors, comparatively, than the other subjects. 
5. There was a significant difference (chi square value = 23.20) 
in the error rate among the four language groups for error 5, the 
plurals of nouns. The Hindi and Chinese subjects made comparatively 
more errors in forming the plurals of nouns than did the Spanish and 
Persian subjects. The Spanish subjects made comparatively fewer errors 
in this category than did the other subjects. 
The contrastive analysis of the native languages of the subjects 
with equivalent or similar features in English yielded the following 
results: 
1. As had been stated in the literature (Ghadessy, 1976; Oller 
and Reddings, 1971), the articles posed problems for all the language 
groups in this study. The Spanish, Persian, Hindi, and Chinese sub-
jects' use of English articles seemed to have had interference from 
their particular native language. Chinese, Hindi, and Persian subjects 
had 24.73 percent, 50.91 percent, and J6.14 percent, respectively, of 
their total errors in the category of article usage. The kind of 
article error for these subjects was omission of the articles which 
seems logical since none of these languages have any features equivalent 
to English articles. 
The kind of article error made by the Spanish subjects, who had 
24-73 percent of their total errors in this category, was the inclusion 
of "the" in sentences when it was not needed. l'his seemed logical since 
Spanish nouns :require articles in many instances where they would not be 
required for EnQlish nouns. 
2. The ~Ybjects' use of Engli5h prepositions may have had native 
lp.ngup.ge interference f<'lr all sµbjects except Hindi. The Chinese sl-lb"" 
jects had difficµlty using "in" and "at, 11 and this difficulty could 
have stemmed from the fact that the Chinese language maKes 110 distinc-
t ion between these twq prepositions. 
The Persian istudents haq the same di:f:ficulty with these llr@:pgsi.,. 
tions1 and, as w;:i.is true with Chinese~ the Peri:;ian lanQYa!;)e make~ n@ 
dist in ct iqn between these wqrdis. Even tnciu,gh l3pani.sh ha.s :featifft=l§ that 
a.re mqre nearly eqµivalent to Eng:i.isn p:r~:positi@nis ttian th~ <=ith~t' l.a.n.,. 
g4a.ges, preposition errqrs st:ill accoµnted fo,r 32.26 pe:rc~nt qf th~ 
S.:pf'.nisn subjects 1 to,ta-1 errprs,. 'fh~:ir :firepqs :it io,n e:rrors in ~,ngU~h 
µsm~HY involv~d the kinq tna,t wqµld, ha,ve mu!ti~t:ransla.t:io,11~ in SfH:mii;;h, 
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i.e., "on" for "at," possibly stemming from the Spanish "en" being used 
for "at, 11 "in, 11 or "on. 11 
J. The Chinese, Persian, and Spanish subjects may have had native 
language interference on their use of English subject-verb agreement. 
The Chinese language does not have the feature agreement as does 
English, and the Chinese subjects seemed to use singular and plural 
verbs indiscriminately with singular and plural subjects in their 
English sentences. The Persian subjects' errors in subject-verb agre~­
ment seemed to be caused by the semantic difference in certain singular 
and plural Persian aml English nouns, i.e., "crowd" is singular in 
English but phiral in Persian. The Spanbh subjects' error in subject-
verb agreement w~uiJ consistently omitting the "s" for th:i:rd person 
singular present tense verbs which may have stemmed from the fact th~t 
the "s" is not \Hied with these verbs in Spanish but rather on !1!econd 
person-familiar singular verbs. 
4. The writing of English plurals of nouns may have had native 
language interference for Chinese and Hindi subjects. Chinese nounlii 
are usually singular even if they have a plural indicator before tht'.!m. 
Tne Chinese st:1bjects 1 errors reflected this principle in their Englhh 
sentences (ex. "many change"). Word order may have been a fCl-Ctli'lr in 
the interference of Hindi on these subjects' use of En!;:(l.i~h PlY:r!'l-ls of 
pgyns. T}1e semantic difference between Engli;;;h and Hindi n<nn1s ma,y haV(O! 
be(O!n tne 'Pasis for the subjects' erro:rs (J0,6J :percent of their t:gta,l 
e:rro:rs), 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were formulated upon the basis of the 
findings of this research: 
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1. This research supported previous conclusions in the literature 
that international students have difficulty with English articles. All 
subjects in this study--Persian, Chinese, Hindi, and Spanish--had a 
significant portion of their total arrors in the category of article 
usage. 
2. Contrastive analysis can b.e used to compare struetures in the 
native language and the target language of the learner. 
J. A probable b~sis !or a learn~r's errors in the targ$t language 
is interference from his native language. Th~ Chin~se, Persian, Hindi, 
and Spanish subj@cts h21.d interference from their pa.rticula.r native 
language on th@ir use of English articles; the Chinese, Persian, and 
Sp110ish :;;;ubj~etlil ha ct interference from their p11rticul6\r native l?U'l.l':JYlil.9<il 
on their fQ:rming the plurals of ~n9lish nouns. 
4, '!.'he C!ata frpm this re:;;;earch did not support previous research 
:reportect in the literature that English worct order, especially the 
m ..u:ist icm form, is d!ff i<:lult fo:r most internat il'.mal students, 
As a result of this study, the foll@wing :reQommendations a:re Qiveni 
l, that further rese11rch Pe 9on.du9ted on the compositiPns of ~tu~ 
g0ntis istu.dying Ji:ng.J.ish fl.S Ii second lfl.ngu?.ge whose native language is 
~panish, .Pe:rsiP:n~ Hin1H, gr Chine8!'! with the inclusion of tht:i :ff>UowinQ 
va:rifl-Plesi (a) a~e at whiQh En~lish was learned and (p) the learner~' 
present flrttHYdes t~wari:l th!'! English lang4age and the Ame:r:i.Qan soQiety. 
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2. that further research be conducted on student performance and 
the psycholinguistic factors of positive and negative feedback of 
teacher attitudes toward various cultures represented in an English-as-
a-second language classroom as exhibited through his/her nonverbal 
communication with the students. 
J. that more detailed research be directed toward Spanish, 
Persian, Hindi, and Chinese employing error analysis with contrastive 
analysi$, especially with the grammatical features, word order, and 
subject-v~rb agr~ement. 
It, th~t research be directed toward the development of teaching 
materials !or Engl:h~h-alil-a-seco:nd language courses based on error 
analysi$/contrastive analy~is with the testing of these materi~ls from 
$pecifieally dHigned in~truct:ional modul~$ for particular language 
~l"OUJ:'lil1 
5. that Engli~h-a~-a-s~cond l~n~ua9e teaehQr~ employ th~ Qontras-
tiv@ analy~i~ findings of thi~ study wh~n analy~ing th~ eompo~ition~ of 
Chinei~e, flersi?tn, Hindi, and Sp1mish student1!i. 
6. that English~as~a~second language teachers grgup th@ $tYct.Qnt~ 1 
egmpg§ition~ PY native lanQuage in Qrder t~ d~termin@ if c@rtain ~rrors 
ar~ ~@n~iet@nt fg:r certain stud~nts, 
7. that, wh~n c@nferring with international ~tu§@ni~ §one@:rnin~ 
th@h= e:rrori;i, IDn(flhh .. a1:1=a"'!i>eQ'i'H'H"i lnn~ua~@ t@aeh~re §ie§\U!§ th@ 
§imilarHie§ ;:im~ ~if:ferernH~~ betw@tm Engli§h ~n§ the :part:i.§Yla:r ne.tiv~ 
lan~YaQth 
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TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF ARTICLES 
BY CHINESE SUBJECTS 
1. Omission of "the" 
(a) Before a specific proper adjective --
(i) Since it is under British system 
(b) Before a unique noun --
(i) Half of people working 
(c) Before nouni mPdified by "of phrases" 
(:i) .l\n island province of Republic of China 
(ii) lt is acting capital of my country 
2. "the" Used inj!tead of "a" 
(a) l3efo:rflil ~n inde:fini te :pron<Hm modified by an "o:f :phras~" • ., 
(i) The above are only the few of tbem. 
(p) Before a noun defined by an adjective 
(i) Traffic made the noisy voice. 
J. bmission of "a" 
(a) Before nouns behaving like abstract nouns defined by 
adjectives 
(i) It is very interesting thing 
(ii) Didn't nave traffic problem 
(b) Before a class noun ~-
(i) Can help neighbor 
4. "fl." instead of ''an" 





TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF ARTICLES BY PERSIAN SUBJECTS 
Omission of "the" 
(a) Before nouns made particular in context 
( i) It is located in southern part 
(ii) visit it in future 
(b) Before unique nouns 
( i) In spring, weather is chilly 
(ii) Persian Gulf is 
( c) Before nouns modified by "of" phrases --
(i) It represents glory of an ancient country 
(ii) There are nice streets in capital of Iran 
( d) Before nouns of nationality --
( i) Some of Iranian people 
(ii) which is one of Persian months 
Omission of "a" 
(a) 
(b) 
Before ·nouns defined by adjectives 
( i) We have very hot climate 
(ii) Tehran is crowded city 
(iii) They have good time 
Before indefinite nouns --
(i) Nowrooze is celebration in Favardin 
(ii) He has misconception about 
(iii) city with population 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
3. "a 11 instead of cp 
(a) Before an uncountable noun --
(i) hometown has a pleasant weather 
4. "the" ·instead of cp 
(a) Before a proper noun --
(i) During the August and September 
(b) Before a plural noun --
( i) Shop~ which sell the foreign materials. 
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TABLE XII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF ARTICLES BY HINDI SUBJECTS 
1. Omission of "the" 
(a) Before a unique noun -- People worship sun 
(b) Before a specific date -~ On 14th of August 
(c) Before superlatives --
(i) Those are most ancient structures 
(ii) They built most beautiful constructions 
(d) Before unique proper nouns 
(i) Taj Mahal is one 
(ii) sayings from Holy Koran 
2. "the" instead of "a" 
Before nouns modified by 11of 11 phrases --
( i) Bombay is the land of beautiful beaches 
(ii) Bombay is the land of businessmen 
J. 11 a 11 instead of 11 an" 
(a) Before a vowel/adjective -- It is a attractive 
(b) Before a vowel/noun -- Working in a industry 
4. "a" instead of "the" 
Before definite nouns --
( i) Now it is a one which draws 
(ii) It is a capital of one of the biggest states 
5. "the" instead of cp 
(a) Before a proper name -- The India 
(b) Before an abstract noun -- The life has not 
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TABLE XII (Continued) 
6. Omission of fl a fl 
Before indefinite nouns --
( i) following different religion 
(ii) In couple of minutes 
TABLE XIII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF ARTICLES BY SPANISH SUBJECTS 
1. Omission of "the" 
(a) Before a superlative -- Perhaps, most difficult thing 
(b) Before a specific number -- bigger than forty-eight states 
of the United States 
(c) Before a specific adjective/noun Political organization in 
Valencia 
2. 11 the 11 instead of t;p 
(a) Before a proper noun -- around the Stillwater 
(b) Before an abstract noun ~- The nature is 
J. Omission of 11 g." 
(a) Lanoinda is poor town 
(b) Culture has great effect on language 
(c) Child doesn't speak like a professor 
4. "a" instead of cp or "an" 
(a) Before adjectives or nouns beginning with a vowel --
( i) It is a industrial town 
(ii) is a important educational center 
(iii) for a opportunity 
(b) Before uncountables --
(i) a nice weather 







TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSJTIONS 
BY CHINESE SUBJECTS 
1. "in" instead of 
"cp II lots of schools in there 
11at II works in OSU 
11 on" living in a small island 
2. Omission of 
"to" to go back my hometown 
"of the" 1 spent most time 
11of 11 many kinds vegetables 
11 in 11 to study college 
11 on the'' around it except west side. 
11wi th II talked my friends 
J. 11 to II instead of 
"for" as to the weather 
"wi th 11 unfamiliar to it now 
4. "at" instead of 
11for" lived there at fifteen year:::; 
II in II beautiful country at Tung-Kang 
5. "on 11 instead of 
"cp" was born on there 
II in II swimming on the summer 
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1. II in II 
2. 11 at II 
3. 11 of" 
4. 11 to" 
TABLE XV 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
BY PERSIAN SUBJECTS 
instead of 
"cp" In this year a big dam was 
"within" is in fifty kilometers north 
"for" have a great reputation in hospitality 
"on" is in twenty-first of March 
"by" lt is bounded in Turkey 
instead of 
"in" weather of my city at summer 
11 on 11 right at the shore 
instead of 
"cp" Most of Iranians 
in north of Tehran 
The f:tVerage of salary 
instead of 
"cp" nobody trusts to the weather 
reach to their office 





fl in II 
TABLE XVI 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
BY HINDI SUBJECTS 
instead of 
"cp" I joined in a high school 
I joined in /a/ university 
spread in a radius 
"on." or in a playground 
Omission of 
"with" to get along each other 
"of" instead of 
"cp" Most of scientists 
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1. 11 to 11 
2. 11 at 11 
3. "of" 
4. 11 in II 
5. "on 11 
TABLE XVII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
BY SPANISH SUBJECTS 
instead of 
"cp" when they enter to the elevator 
They greet to the neighbors 
When I left to Oklahoma 
"in" We arrived to Tishomingo 
I went to live to Valencia 
instead of 
"in" ;rn a beautiful place at South America 
"on" At both sides of the road 
instead of 
"from" 200 Kl ms of the capital, Caracas 
II in 11 feels happy of helping 
"cp" The average of temperature 
instead of 
"from" their vacations in school 
"at" changing in the same time 
instead of 
11 in II We went on the car 
small city on an elevated valley 
on the whole country 
sky turns on many colors 
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TABLE XVII (Continued) 
6. 11cp 11 instead of 
11 of 11 because the small size of the town 







TYPICAL ERRORS IN WORD ORDER BY CHINESE SUBJECTS 
1. Pronoun courtesy -- 1st person pronoun follows noun --
Because I and farmers 
2. An adverb modifying a verb --
I like also my hometown 
TABLE XIX 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN WORD ORDER BY PERSIAN SUBJECTS 
1. Dual specific adjectives modifying a noun 
tombs of the Iranian famous poets . 
TABLE XX 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN WORD ORDER BY HINDI SUBJECTS 
1. Adjective + noun for understood relative pronoun/verb 
+ predicate adjective --
The independent industry on foreign resources is no 
sign of progress. 
2. Noun + has + not + adverb + verb + ed for noun + has + not 
+ verb + ed + adverb --
The life has not much changed. 
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TABLE XXI 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN WORD ORDER BY SPANISH SUBJECTS 
1. Modifying phrases + independent clause for independent clause 
+ modifying phrases --
(a) The whole year there are harvests 
(b) In this town I was living 
2. Noun + adjective for adjective + noun --
(a) The structure political is similar 
(b) My hometown is Caracas, which is also the capital of my 
country home 
3. Placement of adverbs --
(a) We have also big cities 
(b) The climate always is fresh 
(c) I will forget never my hometown 






TYPICAL ERRORS IN SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
BY CHINESE SUBJECTS 
1. Singular count noun + stem (plural to be) for singular count noun 
+ stem (singular to be) --
(a) I were born 
(b) Chinese food are known 
2. Singular count noun + stem for singular count noun + stem + s --
(a) A bridge hang 
(b) My husband work 
(c) It taste good 
J. Indefinite pronoun + noun + plural verb for indefinite pronoun 
+ noun + singular verb ~-
(a) Every person like 
(b) Everything were changed 
(c) Every student have 
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4. Mass count noun + singular verb for mass count noun + plural verb --
(a) My hometown people is 
(b) People is friendly 
(c) People goes there 
(d) Customs is changed 
TABLE XXIII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
BY PERSIAN SUBJECTS 
1. Mass count noun + singular verb for mass count noun 
+ plural verb 
(a) The people needs 
(b) Its ruins is 
(c) People knows 
(d) Its changes is unpredictable 
2. Expletive + singular verb + plural verb for expletive 
verb + plural noun 
(a) There is many 
(b) There is heavy snows 
(c) There is lots of 
( d) There is many ancient buildings 
(e) There is not high temperatures 
+ plural 
J. Singular noun/pronoun with plural deep structure + plural verb for 
singular noun/pronoun with plural deep structure+ singular verb --
(a) Everybody go 
(b) A big crowd come 
(c) Heavy traffic sometime cause 
TABLE XXIV 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
BY HINDI SUBJECTS 
1. Mass count noun + singular verb for mass count noun + plural 
verb --
(a) People is 
(b) Lots of visitors comes to visit the Taj Mahal 
2. Singular noun/pronoun + plural verb for singular noun/pronoun 
+ singular verb 
(a) It look like 
(b) The dress worn by Indians are different from place-to-
place 
3. Plural noun + singular verb for plural noun + plural verb --
(a) Foods eaten by Indians is 
(b) Lots of students studies there 
(c) System in these countries plays 
4. Expletive + plural verb + s~ngular noun for expletive + singular 
verb + singular noun --
(a) There are still many land uncultivated 
5. Relative pronoun with singular antecedent + plural verb for 
relative pronoun with singular antecedent + singular verb 
(a) A country which have 
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TABLE XXV 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
BY SPANISH SUBJECTS 
1. Mass count noun + singular verb for mass count noun + plural verb --
(a) People is human 
2. Singular subject + have for singular subject + has --
(a) It have a very important university 
(b) Valencia have probably 500,000 people 
(c) It have 40,000 students 
J. Relative pronoun (singular antecedent) + plural verb for relative 
pronoun (singular antecedent) + singular verb 
(a) The main thing which affect 
(b) a person who want to help 
4. Miscellaneous Errors -
(a) Expletive + singular verb + plural noun for expletive 
+ plural verb + plural noun 
(i) There is the laws 
(b) Expletive + infinitive (be) for expletive + singular 
form (third person) 
(i) Although there be an association 
(c) Singular indefinite pronoun + plural verb for singular 
indefinite pronoun + singular verb 
(i) When anybody need help 
APPENDIX E 
PLURALS OF NOUNS 
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TABLE XXVI 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
BY CHINESE SUBJECTS 
1. Singular nouns for plural nouns determined by context ~-
They are gentle to the native 
Different types and different classes of restaurant 
School still can't accept all of the students 
The feature of the habour 
Except for summer vacation 
2. Singular noun for 11many 11 / 11most" + plural noun --
I saw many new building 
Most system 
There are many administration 
You can find many interesting and old custom 
There are many school 
3. Miscellaneous Errors 
Plural demonstrative pronoun + singular noun for plural noun --
these little town 
Singular indefinite pronoun + plural noun for singular noun --
Every kinds of food 
Faulty parallelism --
feet, inch, pound 
Singular noun for plural noun 
all woman 
Preposition + adjective + singular noun for plural noun --
In British unit 
TABLE XXVII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
BY PERSIAN SUBJECTS 
1. Singular nouns for plural nouns determined by context --
(a) Building which are located 
(b) They give present to children 
(c) They decorate their house 
(d) fruits, especially pear 
2. Plural nWiteral + singular noun for plural numeral + plural noun --
(a) 10 or 12 street 
(b) The number of car 
,3. "Many" + singular noun for "many" + plural noun --
(a) There is many university 
(b) There are many library in Tehran 
(c) My country doesn't have many river 
(d) There are not many luxury or modern thing• in thi• bazar 
'*· Plural indicator (context) + "of" phraH' (dngular) noun for 
plural indicator (context) + "of" phrate (plural) noun 
(a) on• ot th• mo•t favour poet 
(b) Pahlavi Univer1ity i1 one of the bigg••t univ@r8ity 
in Iran 
(c} A lot of different dialect 
(d) Pooplo had a lot of probl•m 
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TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
5. Plural indefinite (all) or demonstrative (these) pronoun 
+ singular noun for plural noun 
(a) All the tourist 
(b) For all these reason 
( c) You can see all part 
TABLE XXVIII 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
BY HINDI SUBJECTS 
1. Singular nouns for plural nouns determined by context --
(a) Winter and summer session 
(b) Cooperation between developed nation 
(c) by the Indian muslim 
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2. Plural numeral + singular noun for plural numeral + plural noun --
(a) Four are general university 
(b) about five degree centigrade 
(c) There are six university 
J. Plural indicator (context) + "of" phrase (singular) noun for 
plural indicator (context) + "of" phrase (plural) noun 
(a) a lot of business shop 
(b) lots of student 
( c) one of the biggest city 
( d) one of the well-known tourist center 
(e) a lot of article 
(f) so many different types of question 
4. "Many" + singular noun for "many" + plural noun --
(a) It has many place 
(b) from many part 
(c) There are many factor 
5. Singular demonstrative pronoun + plural noun for singular 
demonstrative pronoun + singular noun 
(a) In this countries 
(b) affecting this problems 
TABLE XXIX 
TYPICAL ERRORS IN FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
BY SPANISH SUBJECTS 
1. Singular nouns for plural nouns determined by context 
(a) They work in several factory and company 
(b) Guatemala has two season 
(c) All the family who lived there were known to each other 
(d) but only 15 to 20 floor 
(e) We have only two defined season 
2. Expletive + plural verb + singular noun for expletive + plural 
verb + plural noun --
(a) There are no physicians or dentist 
(b) There are different professional course 
(c) There are high building 
( d) There are harvest the whole year 
(e) There are also 1,100 instructor 
J. Hypercorrection --
(a) Plural marker (s) where unnecessary 
(i) There are JOO~OOO peoples in this town 
(b) Singular indefinite pronoun + plural noun for singular 
indefinite pronoun + singular noun 
(i) We passed through another towns named Ada 
(ii) Another things about my town 
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APPENDIX F 
TRANSLATIONS FROM SPANISH 
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SPANISH 
ERROR #1--0MISSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - It is a industrial town. 
Correction - It is an industrial town. 
Translation 
Es un pueblo industrial. 
Is a town industrial. 
2. Error ~ Culture has great effect on language. 
Correction - Culture has a great effect on language. 
Translation 
La cultura tiene un gran efecto en la lengua. 
The culture has a great effect in the language. 
J. Error - I would like to visit other towns around the Stillwater. 
Correction - I would like to visit other towns around Stillwater. 
Translation 
Me gustaria visitar otros pueblos 
Me would please to visit other towns 
de Stillwater. 
of Stillwater. 
de los alrededores 
of the surroundings 
4. Error ~ Child doesn't speak like a professor. 
Correction - A child doesn't speak like a professor. 
Translation 
Un nino no habla como un professor. 
A child not speak like a professor. 
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5. Error - Everybody must wait early or late for a opportunity to live 
in this period. 
Correction ~ Everybody must wait early or late for an opportunity 








o tarde una oportunidad 
or late an opportunity 
SPANISH 













6. Error - Caracas has a wonderful weather. 
Correction - Caracas has wonderful weather. 
Translation 
Caracas tiene un clima maravilloso. 
Caracas has a weather wonderful. 
7. Error - The nature is very beautiful there. 
Correction - Nature is very beautiful there. 
Translation 
La naturaleza es muy hermosa ahi. 
The nature is very beautiful there. 
8. Error - The places of the work were twenty miles from the town. 














a veinte millas 





ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
1. Error - Valencia is situated 200 klms of the capital, Caracas. 
Correction - Valencia is situated 200 klms from the capital, Caraca& 
Translation 
Valencia esta situada a 200 Klms de la capital, Caracas. 
Valencia is situated to 200 Klms of the capital, Caracas. 
2. Error - We went on the car of my friend. 
Correction - We went in the car of my friend. 
Translation 
Fuimos en el coche de mi amigo. 
We went in the car of my friend. 
J. Error - At both sides of the road we saw many cows. 
Correction ~ On both sides of the road we saw many cows. 
Translation 
A ambos lados del camino vimos muchas vacas. 
To both sides of the road we saw many cows. 
4. Error - We passed across another town named Ada. 
Correction ~ We passed through another town named Ada. 
Translation 
Pasamos por otro pueblo llamado Ada. 
We passed through another town named Ada. 
5. Error - It was not different with other towns in Venezuela. 
Correction It was not different from other towns in Venezuela. 
Translation 
No era distinto de los otros pueblos de Venezuela. 
Not was different from the other towns of Venezuela. 
6. Error - On the whole County, we have only two defined seasons. 




ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS continued. 
6. (Continued) 
En el condado entero 
In the county whole 
no tenemos 
not we have 
mas que dos 





7. Error - It is a small city~ an elevated valley. 
Correction - It is a small city in an elevated valley. 
Translation 
Es una ciudad pequena en un val le elevado. 
Is a city small in a valley elevated. 
8. Error - They greet each other when they enter to the elevator. 
Correction - They greet each other when they enter the elevator. 
Translation 
Se saludan cuando entran en el ascensor. 
They greet each other when they enter in the elevator. 
9. Error - Our house was different of the others, 
Correction - Our house was different from the others. 
Translation 
Nuestra casa era distinta de las otras. 
Our house was different from the others. 
10. Error - Through the years, the city was growing, and it was 
changing in the same time. 
Correction - Through the years, the city was growing, and it was 
changing at the same time. 
Translation 
A traves de los a nos la ciudad estaba creciendo y 
Through the years the city was growing and 
cambiando al mismo tiempo. 
changing at the same time. 
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SPANISH 
ERROR #J--ERROR IN WORD ORDER (BOTH QUESTION AND STATEMENT) 
1. Error - We have also big cities. 
Correction - We also have big cities 
Translation 
Tambien tenemos ciudades grandes. 
Also we have cities big. 
2. Error - The structure political is similar to that in Oklahoma. 
Correction - The political structure is similar to that in Oklahoma. 
Translation 
La estructura politica es semejante a la de Oklahoma. 
The structure political is similar to the of Oklahoma. 
J. Error - The people always are freienaly. 
Correction - The people are always friendly. 
Translation 
La gente siempre es amigable. 
The people always is friendly. 
4. Error - I will forget never my hometown. 
Correction - I never will forget my hometown. 
Translation 
Nunca olvidare mi pueblo natal. 
Never I will forget my town home. 
5. Error - My hometown is Caracas 1 which is also the capital of my 
country home. 
Correction - My hometown is Caracas~ which is also the capital of 
my home country. 
Translation 
Mi pueblo natal 
My town home 
de wi pais. 
of my country. 
es Caracas que tambien es 




ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB 
1. Error - It have a very important university 
Correction - It has a very important university. 
Translation 
Tiene una universidad muy importante. 
Has a university very important. 
2. Error - The main thing which affect language is culture. 
Correction - The main thing which affects language is culture. 
Translation 
Lo principal que afecta la lengua es la cultura. 
The main thing that affects the language is the culture. 
3. Error - In the evening the sky turn many colors. 
Correction - In the evening the sky turns many colors. 
Translation 
Al anochecer el cielo se vuelve de muchos colores. 
At dusk the sky turns of many colors. 
4. Error - There is the laws of all the country. 
Corrections - There are the laws of the country. 
Translation 
Hay las leyes del pais. 
There are the laws of the country. 
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5. Error - When anybody need help, there is always a person who wants 
to help. 
Corrections - When anybody needs help, there is always a person who 
wants to help. 
Translation 






que quiere ayudar. 





hay alguna persona 
there is some person 
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SPANISH 
ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB continued. 
6. Error - Although there be an association to help those poor people, 
I don't like to see them walking through the streets. 
Correction - Although there is an association to help those poor 
people, I don't like to see them walking through the 
streets. 
Translation 
Aunque haya una soci@dad para ayudar 
Although th~re is an ~~fiociation to h~lp 
a eSO$ pobrel!l, 
to thol!u~ poor, 
no me gui;;ta 
not me plea~rn~ 
verlos 
to !ilee 
eaminando por las ca.lles. 
them walking through the streets, 
7. Error ~ People h human. 
Correction = People are human. 
Tnmslation 
SPANISH 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
1. Error - They work in several factory and company. 
Correction ~ They work in several factories and companies. 
Translation 
Trabajan en varias fabricas y companias. 
They work in several factories and companies. 
2. Error - There are different professional cour~ 
Correction ~ There are different professional courses. 
Translation 
Hay diferentes cursos profesionales. 
There are different courses professional. 
3. Error ~ We passed through another towns named Ada. 
Correction ~ We passed through another town named Ada. 
Translation 
Pasamos por otro pueblo llamado Ada. 
We passed through another town named Ada. 
4. Error - There are J00,000 peoples in this town. 
Correction - There are 300,000 people in this town. 
Translation 
Hay 300.000 personas en esta ciudad. 
There are 300~000 persons in this city. 
5. Error ~ Guatemala has two season. 
Correction ~ Guatemala has two seasons. 
Translation 
Guatemala tiene dos estaciones. 
Guatemala has two seasons. 
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SPANISH 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS continued. 
6. Error - Another things about my town is its ground level. 
Correction - Another thing about my town is its ground level. 
Translation 
Otra cosa de mi pueblo es el nivel del terreno. 
Another thing of my town is the level of the ground. 
7. Error - All the .familX who lived there wer~ known to each other. 
Correction - All the f&mili~s who lived there were known to each 
other. 
Translation 
Todas las familias que vivian alli se conocian • 
.AU tha families thµt lived there knew each other. 
8. Error ~ There ~re no physician$ or dentists. 
Correction - There are no physicians or dentists. 
9. Err1:1:r ,.., The p:redctent and other min:i;;.,ter are ctedgnated fQr :fiv@ 
years. 
















t.RANSLA.TlONS FROM PERSJA.N 
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PERSIAN 
ERROR #l··OMISSION FOR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES 
Sample Sentences ~~ Read from right to left. 
1. Error· In the sunrner, we have very hot climate in the south. 
Correction ~ In the sunmer, we have! very hot climate in the South. 
Translation y 
~ r/ c.f:'> c.;) i: ... H.. ,...) -~ (I,_,. 
i.S hfJ'f V'-rf S U-mf'Y'I P' In- 'J,~i"I.. /r W44'-t4e-r 
2. Error ~ lt 1s locat~d in southern part of Iran. 
Correction • It is located in the Southern part of Jran. 
... ... Translation (,;)) 
.J.r).I ,).} '/ ~ .;;_.J 
Nu La~..,u /RAN s-~/,1t4y4 
3. ~rror ~ {In) spring, weather is chilly with rain. 








4. Error - Mi!shh11d attr!lcts a lot of people durin9 the Aygust and Septl.lmber. 
Correction ~ Ma~hhad attract? ii lot of people during August and September. 
TNn$liltion ~"""' ... 
.~~ .;;,'~ ~ ~~ ~ .,~ 
i. .. ll~*' -.11411- n11.r4'..J ,q,,.,...,".J l?'"''l'I; ,1 p-~r1,.. 
~. ~r!"tlr - Tehran is crowded cij;y, 
CQrrection - Tehran is !!_ crowded city 
Triin~l<!tion 
r 
A,; ·"" ,, ..;:. ,.J (5 ~ ' ,.; 




{f,JPgt,ti¢~r/ ~1 t ,'/; /~Ar~ 
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PERSIAN 
ERROR #1--0MISSION FOR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - We have ~wonderful weather in early spring. 
Correction - We have wonderful weather in early spring. 
Translation J,4l ~ -1LJI "' i.,._.) ,w ~ I 
~ 
/J e.K t:if1:.;; very Spn.,.; Pj' eA-r ft ef W4A.i:i1 ... -.r 
7. Error - lt represents glory of an ancient country. 
Correction - It represents the glory of an ancient country. 
Tran~li!tion . L:J / / .:;_..J 
~ , ij I p _.It ,.).J~ 
l.f anc.i~n.1 l!llUl'l-/;'l tJnt. 1/ 1l11ry 'I repreu,.,,r.._1.,;~ 
8. Error - There are nice streets in capital of Iran. 
CQfrection - There are nice streets in the capital of Iran. 
Transl a ti on ,, <.:) ~ kl .1;.b dw.1 (J t. t.J I/I t 
• 
h4.J n11:..e. 1J/ sfre.1-/J JR.AN 4 e.,,.,,_'.t;..,t 
9. Erro.r - NowroQze is celebration in Farvardin. 




10. Error - They got the permission from the responsible authorities. 







. (/ !~ 
• 7##.4 or 
PERSIAN 
ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
Sample Sentences -- Re~.d from right to left. 
1. Error - Today, we can see or read £l news which poor countries do not 
have good technology. 
Correction - Today, we can see or read in the news which poor countries 
do not have good technology. 
. Tra'lslY.ion . / 
--J <{// ,,;i, " ~ 




(.f~ (j(,p;.,; -:-· ~/ / 
?;.,. ,j 4,,..,,,1,.,"u a.A.J · n1wJ 
2. Error - Usually, nobody trusts to the weather in my town. 
Correction - Usually, nobody trusts-the weather in my town. 
Translation 
'~h." (;)J1 ' /V"' 
(.5~ 
n,,f ha..s frud (Jul"J "/ a,·t; WCL~I" /d 
3. Error - We have native dress, but we dress regualr clothes. 
Correction - We have native dress, but we dress in regular clothes . 
.:. Translation c; J/ 
iJl!(i.,I" re,1ul.AI" 1n 
4. Error - The weather of my city at summer is not very hot. 
Correction - The weather of my city in summer is not very hot . 
Tr<inslation .r v¥ ? ~ r-" ~ ....! 
tJ.6 
~ 
u n~t "'"/ v~ry Ju.m,,.,v 1-'1- ~, ,/ (',"~ 
--;" 
ef WeA.tA.er 
5. Error ~ The grave of Cyrus the Great is in fifty kilometers north of Shiraz. 
CQrrection ~ The grave· of Cyrus the Grea't"'is within fifty kilometers north 
qf Shiraz. --~-~--· 
TraMhtion 
,,)/ J; # ($"' ,.. 
"' 
sliir-l. ,, nq,,/Ji. £ilt1;ekf'I J.11; 
/ / 
/.' fa 
Cw~ i::f ~ t'r ,.....,.J llf 
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PERSIAN 
ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - People of my city, Shiraz, have a great reputation in hospitality. 
Correction - People of my city, Shiraz, have a great reputation for hospitality. 
Translation 
;;/ ~/' (.f,)/w 
Ii OJ/' if .11.J1 ·;; ""' #I Sk",-A z. ef' p,"f'/e, 
7. Error - From my eyes, it is the best and nicest city in the world. 
Correctfo;;-: ~my eyes, it is the best and nicest city in the world. 
Translation ,... 
,;.,.I .-,) oJ <.:/ .~ 
' -
ih'-'t ...9 1/ 01in;.,,, [, 
8. Error - Some streets have much flowers across the sidewalks. 
Correction - Some streets have. many flowers on the sidewalks. 
Translation /,,-
• ..;::_..1, q:; ~ ;) 
9. Error - In this year a big dam that is named Mohamed Resja Pahlaui was built. 
Correction - This year a big dam that is named Mohamed Resja Pahlaui was built. 
Translation . ;,!) ,__,, L--" r.J,,,..,,- (.J/ ,,.$' (.; 
6ett.m'- 1.,.,;;1 ?A.Ji/~.,,. t?ez~ /'1,;hv..miul n11-rn£ t; 
10. Error - It is bounded in Turkey at north. 






J; _,_./ J~ 




ERROR #3--ERRORS IN WORD ORDER (BOTH QUESTION AND STATEMENT) 
Sample Sentences -- Read from right to 1 eft. 
1. Error - In Shiraz, there are the tombs of the Iranian famous poets and 
scientists. --- ---
Correction - In Shiraz, there are the tombs of the fa!OOUS Iranian and 
scientists. 
Translation 
j/ u y -,.) 1/) dt' u~ j o/ 
5/11",-4 i. 1n lra..n. •I fµyi111.tr J c.1.:en./,;t., a.n£ po eh ()/ farn/, 
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PERSIAN 
ERROR #4·-LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB 
Sample Sentences ·- Read from right to left. 
1. Error - There is many university in this city. 
Correction - There!!! many universities in this city. 
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/. Translation 
,,,:,,).1 .;/,; ~ 
c/ 
,,,,) Cf,d, W)~ I 
.../' 
h ...... , IJllJtdn&d.. edy il11i ~,,,_ ,,.,,.,.,../ 'Pf 
2. Error • Everybody .9.2. to his father and mother's home. 
Correction • Everybody goes to hiS father and mother's home. 
Translation~ 
.;.J/ ~ll .i ...... ,:.1,/) "" 
tl"es nnpth-.r ""~ /dh6Y 4/ /ii>us1. to 
3. Error • People knows Shiraz as the city of roses. 








4. Error - Good asphalt co1TJT1unication roads goes through Shiraz. . 
Correction - Good asphalt conllJ1unication roads .!lQ through Shiraz. 
/ Translation 
~ ~ ;J/ _,) J~J -J ;.;~ 
dl'J f>AJJ Sh,;...,,..,,, ,,/ t!onnee..f1v4- l"""d 
5. Error - Its ruins ~ glorious. 










ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - There are many museums which is good centers to see the history of 
Persia. -








7. Error - There is lots of flower and tree round river. 
Correction - There are lots of flowers and trees around the river. 
Translation 




h-.ve. ex1";fenu. river a.r1und 1n ,.,.... ... ,.y tru.J a.ml f/rJIAJUJ 
8. Error - A big crowd ~ to visit my hometwon every year. 





./I.) I/ - . .. . 
~e.. ""'" cf e;f 
9. Error - Its changes is unpredictable. 
Correction - Its changes are unpredictable. 
Translation 
/J 
~ ~ -~/ 
A.IJ;i{ hey1ntl .weuA"r 4 t'A"""<l.t.I' 
J,~ 
10. Error - The most important and recent ones is Bazar Vakil and Masjed Vakil. 
Correction - The most important and recent ones are Bazar Vakil and 
Masjied Vakil. -
Translation / 
~ U': .~ ,, ~ _.,).:''· 
. IJ VU:,., -4 1101" ..,., V"-"il 11/ /3A..Lr..r 
IHI U/ ..... ,J 
/luy •/ ""oJI n"w 
...,, 




ERROR #5--FORMlNG THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
Sample Sentences -- Read from right to left. 
1. Error - .These parks are the best~~ for study, walking, and resting, 
Correction · These parks are the best places for studying, walking, and 
resting. --
/ / ~~ Translati~n _ 
~ (.f df J. ~l u Vt',,, u .. r;J v i) I ' 
,.,,1,;,; µ,J 1<JIUt1°r./ $/µ<fy,'n; for l"od 4 p/,1.-c,'6J j>llfk.1 //uj 
2. Error - For Nowrooze, they buy new clothes, and they decorate their house. 








~ c/f" (.... ,,!f ""',. ~ .J v..? )fa .:.v/ v 
4,j 
. 
ihe1r new ,,/ e/,Mn IY1n..Jr11t1z for lh~y "" d'#e,ur4.f' ;,, of h(}uJeJ 
11,no' 1,,,., 
3. Error - They give present to children. 




4. Error - Persia has many si~htsee~ and historical places. 
Correction • Persia has many sightseeing and historical places. 
Translation t.f,- d~ 0 J!t .;_~./ {j; t.; <J..,,,, (J't ,I , 1,,,b I ~ . , . ' 
of j,,; /;r;ul ~r.r1",._. IJ "'...,! '/ ':iyld'J1t•'1J•f f/11.c•s .,,.,; 1' p/A-Ces .; ,-,.. po.1u.J1()11. 
5. Error· There are many libraly in Tehran. 
Correction - There are many ibraries in Tehran. 
Translation 
u-
,.',J.1 _,f~ I/" 
hAv<- #.Joifence. /ehr4¥1 
,..) 
/ '-l .-· j(j 
"/ L/6r;...ne1 1n 
/ 
..:;_, J. 
. I !/. 
·iJ k; "J 
PERSIAN 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - I hope that Tehran be a good city for Iranian. 
Correction - I hope that Tehran is a good city for Iranians. 
Translation 
(_} U·· / ~ r.:f:/J LJf ~ rJ .. ~ l v 1/" ,J .. I 
be IrAJ11~ far (pod 11/ 'e1'iy J;hr,;.,n ih~f .} Ho~e. 
7. Error - The number of car is so much that there is a big traffic problem. 
Correction - The numberclf cars is so much that there is a big traffic problem. 
Translation 
, / ~~ <J ";);. l ,1.'--' _ _,_,,. _,. .. ,,..-. ,., I I 
f>rtJh/tWI lni//1C. /h,._I /J exlenl Id 
8. Error - Tehran has many modern building 





9. Error - My country doesn't have many river. 
Correction - My country doesn't have many rivers. 
Translation 
,,: ... );. 
10. Error - Building which are located in the town are made by us.ing bricks 
ana gypsum. 
Correction - Buildings which are located in the town are made by using 
bricks and gypsum. 
Translation ;/ / 
,-
.;. 
(j - . 
;/) .JJ) ,) /Y' ,; ,JI_...../ 
>J .,,..:_,.. ~ J ,b ~ , 
lmctJ 11/ . - /3u1'ld.0J..r a.re huilf 111·1'"'"' Aont:i et!y "' 
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APPENDIX H 
TRANSLATIONS FROM HINDI 
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HINDI 
ERROR #1--0MlSSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - Bombay is the land of beautiful beaches. 
Correction - Bombay is.! land of beautiful beaches. 
Translation ,1-jF dtw-tJ 
,, 
,!I/&( ([I 
btouliful bt-.tks c.1'1J ( luJ} I S 
2. Error - One is agricultural university. 
Correction - One is an agricultural university. 
Translation 
3. Error - ... and other four are general universities. 
Correction - .. and the other four are general universities. -- \\• 
Transl at ion '!;fh- I",(-f II -zllZ ./:ITjli<r'r fer?mA J e I 
6:nd ofkr fOIA.r 9e~t<J lLniie.lS;ti~s ~~ 
4. Error - In couple of minutes, one can be downtown. 
Correction - In a couple of minutes, one can be downtown. 
- ' 
Translation jr i(\ ii41rs· ~1tCf sf1 ~ dJ 
l i"' mit1i.~~~ c:iowi, Otte Co..~ be_ Coup t. fo\11'1 
5. Error - It is a capital city of one of the biggest states. 
Correction - It is the capital city of one of the biggest states. 
Translation 
21 ,1.-w.# . ""1"f 
't bijJ($#-
fefJ~ # Jf~ ,2TP 






ERROR #1--0MISSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES continued. 
6. Error -.They built most beautiful constructions. 




Translation ,(~ -!flZ 
Mejr be.aiJtfol bu ill-
7. Error - There is shortage of food. 
Correction - There is E_ shortage of food. 
Translation " fl I 
8. Error - The life has not much changed. 
Correction - Life has not changed :;*-.({ lffQ 'l t 
Translation J. Cf:;1," .(Lt'Q.:f ".) 
rnucJ, c,han3~ not-t..•f~ 
9. Error - They gained their independence few years back. 
Correction - They gained their independence ~ few years back. 
" "' X-if ;iftfl 2-ff I cfD q[rl, 'fTld,f) ct I Translation 3.,:rcfJ<ir 
11' ::I :r:.lflJe..p~J bt.U.... ~ ~fdy~ b1M:k 
jt:ti'i.«J 
10. Error - Students can make ~good use of the opportunities available. 
Correction - Students can make good use of the opportunities available. 
Translation 
(q ~ lftc. .it~~ ~ ,.,, JjJr Jtr2fiJ1 <J?.< jli/1~ 
stucJ.e-t\h av~ le.hie Of>pM.lv>- j0oJ ~h'e.:t 
use ca.. 1tt~ke. 
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HINDI 
ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - The area of ITIY city is spread in a radius about twelve mi 1 es. 
Correction - The area of ITIY city is spread a radius of about twelve miles. 
Translation Jlt JTjJtfif O:lrelf Off.11 p{i UITIT) '*.(1 fC/l JI 
IY'lj c.i'~ a r~ -/We.Ire. klile£ ""'J«s S~ i$ 
2. Error ._ Most of scientists are concerned about the world population. 
Correction - Most scientists are concerned about the world population. 
Trans 1 at ion "'3' ff,# fef?ffif p.a17 ~;/ii 6f,Flff J, tiff,{ ~ tn JI I 
/Y>1s.t Sc.iilt}isk woUJ po/*1,J;.. COl'ua..,..,J a r~ 
3. Error - You will find many children playing cricket and hockey eith on 
the street or in a playground. ~ 
Correction - You will find many children playing cricket andhockey either 
.i!!. the street or Q!!. a p 1 ayground. 
Translation g.n1{ oJT ,,-;. . otz.fft#1 ~..z-A If(. pr ~· /Jiftl ~ 
]"" -..,,.,.,..Y c1t;1Jr..., sfr.eJ- ~ill.a pl' 3,..,J t-t-1'c.J<V- t1.itt/ 
~ Jif~n f .<t.t\·~~ I 
l-totk"1 pr~,,·.,~ 4;.,J 
4. Error - First I joined in a high school. 
Correction - First I joined a high school. 
Jl· ~T" e3zi f',fffJ(cl7 ~!iml ~ £1,r.iTtii .:Y# I 
z ..fii1$t 1-hj!J Sci,,"'/ Jotn~ 
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HINDI 
ERROR #3--ERRORS IN WORD ORDER (BOTH QUESTION AND STATEMENT) 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - The life has not much changed. 
Correction - Life has not changed much . 
Translation .(&ll,j/ ~,q mfi J.' I 
MuJ c.ltaMjcJ n ot-
HINDI 
ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - I welcome everyone to visit my town and see for themselves what 
it look like. 
Correction - I welcome everyone to visit my town and see for themselves 
what it looks like. 
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Translation ;· c_:fCFfffcP Ji~ JTl'F:f-J Jj (lllt/llrl c/1; J zRz?1' g-
~ e.v~ b1te. ~J tow"' w J(lrp/ F #-RT j I 
+lte+..se.litu See.. to/v.r d C lool<j l1'k~ 
2. Error - Lots of visitors comes to visit the Taj Mahal .. 
Correction- Lots of visitor'Scome to visit the Taj Mahal. 
Translation ~rr A Jfih'"''nl nT.if' Jflif> (?er) 41' 11-~ 
lol-s (DD vi's;toh..S l<Aj MAh41 "''sit-
3. Error - The foods eaten by Indians is more spicy than American food. 
I \l 
3111' if I 
Correction - The food eaten by Indians is more spicy than American food. 
Translation {d,~{"<-ii1if3.;l 4 ,te/17Q )1711 ,/Ci/tf17 J-IJT~crt 4:7TiJJ~ 
;J:,,;d,·an s ea fftff ~II l)n,~~ for,/ 
rr.r l '' ft""' HJ#l(ll c,-:::FJ ([ I 
'h10k spic:J is 
4. Error - India is a countrx which have many different languages. 
Correction - India is a country which has many different languages. - - '\ ,, 
Translation ~~kf-i;:f zt {fl (J'J _rl-ff~ ~ff JT~Ji 'Jrnmt c! I 
-;t11Ji'a. . CoUH/A.:J N/t.'cJ, MMIJ eh'~..)- fllMf'"'JL:I l.S 
5. Error - There are still many land uncultivated. 





ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERT continued. 
6. Error - The dress worn by Indians are different from place-to-place. 
Correction -~dress worn by Indians is different from place-to-place . 
.rflfl std~~ " ~ d.1. 
plo..u...,,, pll(CA.. ~'//~~- is 
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HINDI 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
Sample Sentences 
1. Error - There are six university. 
Correction - There are six universities. 
Translation ef {qln 1/1) J1• I 
~ix u,,..,·vu.sih~ ~ 
2. Error - One of the well known tourist center is the Taj Mahal. 
Correction - One of the well known tourist ~enters is the Taj Mahal. 
Translation cfljf J{J ji J.r'M ~tr J.ilTdi ~ ~.t:f ~ ~I 
~j ff111hiJ oJ~ll ftiun'sl- ~1-e-rs w.c.JI JcAt,Ult 1s 
3. Error - There are many factor affecting this problems. 
Correction - There are many factors affectiong this problem. 
Translation z): Jfp;ir!, (/,I <>(f ff y:;r~,J· Jl 1. 
-Mis ~bf...., ~ ..fa.Jov. ttr'tt 
4. Error - Newspaper and journals carry a lot of article about its problem. 
Correction - News~apers and journals carry a lot of articles about its 
prob em. · 
Translation ,/.[j;f 7$[ ,,..;,. ~l~ fff.H'cp} ~ Jf",fifJrl, c/11 6ff t1 C.1//~?J 
11 Ne...s!:tf'-ft..,y. ce..J T~s ~..t..D/:>I~ lot- a.Ab·d~1. 
c/4~ff a, I 
~ 
5. Error - Tourist flock on full-moon days to view the building. 
Correction -"'Tourists flock on full-moon days to view the building. 
HINDI 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - We have a lot of business shop and industries. 
Correction - We have a lot of business shops and industries. 
fi-ir! £!~ (q;dj Ji,? c/N ~· JI I 
basi>tcs~ S~/'S 4ttJ 11td1t5/-,.,'e.1,. 
Translation 
7. Error - We have two big beach, the Juhu Beach and the Marine Drive. 
Correction - We have twobigbeaches, the Juhu Beach and the Marine Drive. 
Translation t/~lil fd, 111J J' t Jj" ~ ~)~ 
b '-#1. Ji «-i Tu k ti a ltt:I 
8. Error - One of the beautiful one is called the Charminar. 
Correction - One of the beautiful ones is called the Chaminar. ,, 
'Z/KJif""11< ti. I. Translation 
cJ,4111,"YlltL 15. 
9. Error - There are many countries in the world having different cultures 
and also different~ of people. 
Correction - There are many countries in the world having different 
cultures and also different~ of people. ll 
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_.J. ' ~ ") I lr/;qf ~n Translation r;fr,21riil 6[f tf-H' /:Pi (<! ff-8"11 5-flfiJl p/ifJ .5' 
w ""J 1'.~"3 c."""' 1t..'q htt.,,."'j J.'fiu....J- f''4r'~ °"'1.J 
• ...3,.. ,,, 
31-;,h ~I ~~I rl ~ 
tL·~- ~~C- cM..t.. 
10. Error - A very small majority speaks other language of the world. 
Correction - A very small majority speaks other languages of the world. ' ,, 








ERROR #1--0MISSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES 
Sample Sentences -- Written horizontally rather than vertically for convenience. 
1. Error - Majority of the people are Chinese although it is a British colony. 
Correction - The majority of the people are Chinese although it is a 
British colony. . 
Ue.o!~j ,(.,,{u ~ O/U &,;C,;.,(_ C¥.(.r~ .t,,,;(' ll!ff"''*- ~~ (.;_ 
Tranlsation ~r.ili~ - ~@J ~ ~ ~ V\1~_,~kZ11'1J"' A -a 
~t~A. 
~ 't!t.~U«. 1f[A:. ... 1,.. 
2. Error - It is very interesting thing. 
Correction - It is a very interesting thing. 
Translation ·~ -l ::\{ rtA~n p. 
3. Error - Taipei is most prosperous city in our country. 
Correction - Taipei is the most prosperous city in our country. 
Translation ~ .?k ~-~ ~ !_ i ~ ~9)'1 __ 'f. 
;~u ,ut . ,,Cf 4«;;~J ~t f'"',,.,.r"(v t~:J 
4. Error - There are many differences between two countries. 
Correction - There are many differences between the two countries. 
Translation:;~ ~.:~~t~~J !tJ/';:}~. 
5. Error - I couldn't go shopping in a easy way for people were everywhere. 
Correction - I couldn't go shopping in~ easy way for people were everywhere. 
CHINESE 
ERROR #1--0MISSION OF OR INAPPROPRIATE USE OF ARTICLES continued. 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - The mountain, Yang-Ming, has very many beautiful flowers in spring. 
Correction - The mountain, Yang-Ming, has very many beautiful fowers in the 
spring. 
Translation k ~ -f 1i 9~ ib '1 ~"- j Jj: Ji ~~ ~u 
jQ- j( ,f\_ · --r. M--< >*1't C<.<.i••X·fve_ r·><'L 
. ofr~;j /j't'(J-P1cf ,,,__., w~ (/ . 
7. Error - I got on a boat to get to see the little island in middle of the lake. 
Correction - I got on a boat to see the little island in the middle of the 
lake. 
8. Error - Since it is under British, most of the system are.measured in 
British units. 
Correction - Since it is under the British, most of the systems are 
measured in Britis'llU'nits. 
10. Error ~ People walk out of house and enjoy the light of moon. 
Correction - People walk out of the house and enjoy the light of the moon. 
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CHINESE 
ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
Sample Sentences -- Written horizontally rather than vertically for convenience. 
1. Error - There are lots of supennarkets, shopping centers, theaters, and 
schools in there. 
Correction - There are lots of supermarkets, shopping centers, theaters, 
and schools there. 
Translation /i.f1~J11~ ~~1~~, ·~ t,t~1~ 
t~~. . 
~'f(. ... u. tn-~ 
2. Error - As to the weather, I think it is suitable to everyone. 
Correctton :--As for the weather, I think it is suitable to everyone. 
3. Error - Every weekend you can see many people with their families to the 
place. -
Correction - Every weekend you can see many people with their families at 
the place. 
Translation ~1~ ~i tL Q l,,~Ji1~A t~k j )\ ~ 
Z•w·(f t • .iuJ.v,,)... ,........ ,e..Lc. , Jo' C,c,., AI-<'.-< /''-""-:j 1'-'-r£< a-~ .. 
j_j- 1+.;:.~~ . . 
4. Error - In ~s( this year, l left my country and came here to study. 
Correction - In August of this year, I left my country and came here 
to s ~udy. -:--- ,..; . . .{.! , ....... ·~ I'.!-.. ~ . e.,,.'4 ,e L 
Translation 1 J;fi,~~,Z1,· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fA ~ ~~ ~ 
it!. 
5. Error - When I arrived Hawaii, I felt it quite different from Taiwan. 
Correction, When I arrive in Hawaii, I felt it was quite different from 
Taiwan. - 1J> 
Translation~~~.~ }~.~~'!1 ~ ~,~! 'l~ 
r..'~" v' <"-i. ~<\(I.A.· ,, ;,..._,,w.{ !if . --e f',..e .J .. 4 





ERROR #2--ERRORS IN THE USE OF PREPOSITIONS 
Sample Sentences 
6. Error - You can find restaurants in everywhere. 
Correction - You can find restaurants everywhere. 
7. Error - There are mountains around it except west side. 
Correction - There are mountains around it except on the west side. 
8. Error - I like it, but I am still unfamiliar to it now. 
Correction - I like it, but I am still unfamilTar with it now. 
Translation -~ t JA t, 1!~1jl td' ~Jf·A~,! *· 
~ .f~ ~...r._ tc,~( -! ,,xa:lf.z.""J'-t ~t~ /«"'J,,.A. 
9. Error - I was born in there and grew up in there. 
Correction - I was -born there and grew up there. 
Translation 
10. Error - Now, my husband work in OSU. 




ERROR #3--ERRORS IN WORD ORDER (BOTH QUESTION AND STATEMENT) 
Sample Sentences.- Written horizontally rather than vertically for convenience. 
l. Error - I like also my hometown 
Correction - I also like my hometown 
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CHINESE 
ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT ANO ITS VERB 
Sample Sentences •• Written horizontally rather than vertically for convenience. 
1. Error - I think it taste good. 
Correction - I tliTnk it tastes good. 
Translatton _a;~~· _j ~'k.~~ ~. 
~ fa>. 7'-'I . . _.L t(i....,nJ...J. 
<-.{! .c/)uw'J ,_ t ,., <-~ ''(./ )'d l' 
2. Error - Taipei is the famous city where I were born. 
Correctton - Taipei is the famous city where I was born. 
3, Error - Chinese food are also known to the world. 
Correction - Chinese food .!l al so known to the world. 
4. Error - People goys there four or five times every month. 
Correction - PeoE e .9.2. there four or five times every month. 
5. Error - Every student have to take the entering test on August every year. 
Correction - Every sluOeiif has to take the entering test in August every year. 
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CHINESE 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS 
Sample Sentences ~- Written horizontally rather than vertically for convenience. 
1. Error - There are bout four mi 11 ions people there 
Correction - There are about four million people there. 
Translatton lJf t ~ \d] Jfi 1.J A.~ 0 
V' ~. ,e..•\.C.fwi /'/« (,¢''/'? (..: . 
2. Error - Although Hong King is a city, it take parts in most of the 
tnternattonal affairs like sport and conmerce. 
Correction - Although Hong Kong is a city, it takes eart in most of the 
international affairs like sports and co11111erce. 
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Translation !f 4~ 1;~~<~ ~ ~' ~/( :f !.!~ !,~,, 
~-~P-W<t; !.k tJ Al~.«, . 
3, Error - I like my hometwon because it gave me a lot of interesting thing 
to recal1. 
Correction - I like my hometwon because it gave me a lot of interesting 
thinss to recal 1. 
Traoslation ~ ~Jt~ VJ!!!!'.~.:£~~ 1!$~~« 
~~~q 
,,...,.,,,.. .. "'?t 
4. Error - Due to this, there are many administration in this city. 
Correction - Due to this, there are many administrations in this city. 
5. Error - There are too many peoples living on this small town. 
Correction - There are too many e,e_.2,2le living in this small town. 
Translation ~f ~A ii a.~)f;, ~ 0 
~ . '. ,._, "'""'"f -"' .!,,,... - ·--'~· u, . ..,K ,.4'.;>t. 
rl··~-t:: ~ v 1 ' 
CHINESE 
ERROR #5--FORMING THE PLURALS OF NOUNS continued 
Sample Sentences 
6, Error - l couldn't slept well for traffics made the noisy voice on the 
st'l"eet. 
Correction - I couldn't sleep well for traffic made a noisy voice on the 
street. 
Translation ~;f.~~ ~~, ~ftJ1fJ Y-, ~;t~ ~#t f ~ 
-.( ~ ~ ~...,,. ._,,,4., ~,,,.....,. .v..._,,(j' Ito<•"- C.:£~ •'-+,_,,,,._~ . . 
7. Error - You can choice from every kinds of food. 
Correction - You can choose from every kind of food. 
8. Error - r won •·t 1 eft my hometwon over a week except for sUJllller vacation. 
Correction 9 l didn't leave my hometown over a week except for sumner 
vacations. 
Traoslatio,1~) !1~.1 ~~~-1 ~rij} !!~ 1J~L 
/ !~~. 
t1A.<. w-< .. « 4_ -
9. Error 9 There are many chang_eh in .this city. 
Correc;Uon ~ There are many c anges in this city. 
10. Error - Most country shi2 use the harbor for loading, etc. because of its 
good equi-pment and the feature or the harbor. 
Correctton - Most countries• ships use the harbor for loading, etc, because 




ERROR #4--LACK OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND ITS VERB continued. 
Sample Sentences . 
6. Error - My hometown people is dilligent and industrious 
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